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INTRODUCTION
An international symposium on Heterogeneous Processes in Source-Dominated
Atmospheres was held October 8-11, 1985, at the Environmental Measurements
Laboratory in New York City. This symposium provided a forum for presentation,
review, and discussion of research on heterogeneous atmospheric processes,
especially in source-dominated atmospheres such as urban environments and
plumes from various sources. Establishing the relative importance of heterogeneous processes is currently recognized as one of the major questions in
the atmospheric science community. Source-dominated atmospheres offer conditions where such reactions and processes may be most easily identified
because these atmospheres are characterized by the highest concentrations of
particles, gases, and liquid water droplets, the essential prerequisites for
heterogeneous processes.
Forty-one papers were presented at the conference. This volume contains
extended abstracts of these presentations.
The technical program was arranged by the program committee, consisting
of
D.F. Ballantine, U.S. Department of Energy
R.A. Carrigan, National Science Foundation
P.T. Cunningham, Los Alamos National Laboratory
D.J. Eatough, Brigham Young University
G.E. Gordon, University of Maryland
R. Leifer, Environmental Measurements Laboratory
V.A. Hohnen, State University of New York at Albany
L. Newman, Brookhaven National Laboratory
T. Novakov, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
H.L. Volchok served as symposium co-chairman; W.H. Benner was the symposium
secretary. The symposium was co-organized by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
University of California, and Environmental ~1easurements Laboratory. U.S.
Department of Energy.
Financial support was provided by two agencies of the United States
Government: the National Science Foundation and the Department of Energy.
Our special thanks go to Drs. R.A. Carrigan and D.F. Ballantine of these
agencies for their support and their work to make this conference possible.
Our thanks go to all participants and speakers, representing nine
countries, who made this conference an important and scientifically stimulating
gathering. We also acknowledge members of the program committee for their
part in soliciting and selecting the papers for presentations. The conference
ran on schedule thanks to the session chairs - L. Newman, R.A. Carrigan,
P.T. Cunningham, D.S. Ballantine, S. Fuzzi, D.J. Eatough, V. Rudnik, G.E. Gordon,
R. Leifer, H. Puxbaum, and W.H. Benner.
This symposium would not have been possible without the enthusiastic
help of H.L. Volchok, Dire~tor of Environmental Measurements Laboratory, who
generously provided the Laboratory's facilities, and R. Leifer and J. Ford,
who provided organizational and logistical support.
We would also like to thank many people at the Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory. The organization of the conference would not have been possible
without the help and support of the Applied Science Division, E.J. Cairns,
Division Head. Administrative help was provided by P. Little, Conference
Coordinator, Technical Information Division; D. Nielsen, Business Services;
and L. Wroth, G. Burns, and Z. Yuson, Applied Science Division.
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This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research,
Office of Health and Environmental Research, Physical and Technological
Research Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract no.
DE-AC03-76SF00098 and by the National Science Foundation under agreement
ATM-8315442.
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Primary Sulfuric Acid Emissions: An Interdisciplinary Study

M.D. Amdur, A.F. Sarofim, P. Bolsaitis and J.F. McCarthy
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
Combustion of fossil fuels and smelting of metals produce both SOz and
ultrafine (<0.1 ~m) metal oxide aerosols. These can interact to produce
sulfuric acid as a primary emission from coal burning utility boilers or
smelters. The sulfuric acid may be present as a surface layer coating the
ultrafine aerosol or as the free acid. The toxicology (which predicts potential
health effects) of SOz-aerosol systems is governed by the specific nature of the
particulate sulfur species formed; the problem thus is interdisciplinary. We
present specific data, but we also offer an example of what can be learned only
by an integrated research approach to such problems.
In coal combustion SOz is the sulfur oxide favored thermodynamically at
combustion temperatures. Most of the so 3 is produced at lower post-combustion
temperatures where its production is favored thermodynamically. Surface
catalyzed reactions play an important role in so 3 formation. The role of ultrafine particles is complicated because they can both catalyze the formation of
S03 and neutralize any acid formed. Negligible amounts of sulfuric acid are
produced by Montana lignite; the high alkali content is sufficient to neutralize
the acid. For five other coals studied, the percent of the sulfur-present in
the coal converted to sulfuric acid ranged from 3.4 to 8.9%. It is believed
that the differences in surface area and surface composition in the ultrafine
aerosol account for the differences in sulfuric acid production.
A variety of evidence indicates that sulfuric acid is present as a surface
layer on the ultrafine aerosol and also occasionally as the free acid. Evidence
for its presence in the surface layer is provided by comparison of the amount
of sulfur in bulk vs surface analysis or by removing the surface layers by
sputtering. The surface layers are enriched in sulfur. The Mobility
Chromatographl may be used to determine the size shift upon humidification
compared with a sulfuric acid standard of the same size cut. Our data indicate
that sulfuric acid was present as a surface layer and as free sulfuric acid.
The relative amounts depended upon conditions downstream from the furnace
generating the aerosol. Suspension of the ultrafine aerosol in water results
in a rapid pH drop as the sulfuric acid layer dissolves off. This is followed
by slow neutralization as the alkaline core of the particle dissolves.
Iron, present in the particle core, may play a role in sulfuric acid formation. To examine the effects of Fe, impregnated Spherocarb was burned in the
presence of 1000 PPM so 2 . When the collected aerosol was suspended in water,
the pH dropped in 30 sec from 5.6 to 2.8 and remained at that level. The distribution of the ultrafine aerosol was bimodal with one peak at 60 nm and
another at 100 nm. Measurements of the growth upon humidification were made at
narrow size cuts of 60, 90 and 130 nm. These data suggest that the sulfuric
acid was greatest in the 60 nm size cut where its growth matched that of free
sulfuric acid. The growth upon humidification for the larger sizes is consistent with surface coatings of sulfuric acid in amounts that decrease with
increasing particle size.
A ZnO-SOz-HzO system was our prototype for integrated studies of particu-
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late sulfur species formed and toxicological response. An aerosol of pure ZnO
(0.05 ~m) is generated in a furnace adapted as a feed system for animal exposure.2 To permit examination of effect of temperature and humidity during
mixing, the system is designed so that water vapor and/or S02 can be added
either in the furnace (500° C) or to the chamber (25°C). Details of our data
indicating how mixing conditions govern the particulate sulfur species and how
this in turn governs the toxicology have been presented elsewhere.3 When water
vapor was not added to the system, no sulfur was detected on the ZnO aerosol
and the animal data showed no evidence of an irritant aerosol.
As shown in the Figure, the particulate sulfur species formed, and thus
the irritant response, varied depending on the temperature at which water vapor
was added. Shown are the ESCA spectra and the percent increase in resistance
to airflow in the lungs of guinea pigs produced by a 1 hr exposure to 1 PPM so2
with 1 mgfm3 ZnO (left hand bar) and the residual response 1 hr after exposure
(right hand bar). The presence of an irritant aerosol is detected by an
increase in magnitude and/or duration of response as compared to 1 PPM S02
alone. ZnO does not alter flow resistance. vfuen chamber RH is raised to 80%
by the addition of water vapor, the response was greater in magnitude but
returned rapidly to pre-exposure level. This indicated sulfur on the ZnO
particles which was not sulfuric acid. The ESCA spectrum shows this to have
been sulfite.

[l ,; . ,.
r

•
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RH 80%
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We are concerned here with the aerosol formed when water vapor was added to
the furnace. The animal response increased in both magnitude and duration in a
manner consistent with earlier studies of aerosols of salts of ¥~, V or Fe which
convert S02 to sulfuric acid.4 The ESCA spectrum indicates sulfate and adsorbed
S03. This was on the surface as it was removed by sputtering. The pH dropped
rapidly when the aerosol was suspended in water indicating the presence of
sulfuric acid.
Exposure for 3 hr to 1 PPM and 5 mg/m3 ZnO produced substantial reduction
in diffusing capacity which indicates damage to the alveolar-capillary membrane
and hence interference with respiratory gas exchange. Neither S02 nor ZnO alone
alter diffusing capacity. Reduced diffusing capacity was still evident 72 hrs
after exposure. These atmospheres contained only about 40 ~g/m3 of sulfuric
acid. This very low concentration produces effects of this magnitude and duration because it is carried to the most sensitive areas of the lung on the
surface of ultrafine particles.

•
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No free sulfuric acid has been detected in the Zn0-S02-H20 system indicating that its formation is entirely surface catalyzed. Therefore the
limiting factor in sulfuric acid production is the number of reaction sites
provided by the ZnO. This depends at otherwise constant conditions upon the
number of particles which,at a constant particle size, depends upon the aerosol
concentration. At J. PPM S02, changing the ZnO concentration should thus alter
the magnitude of the animal response. It ~id. The partial pressure of the S02
in this concentration range is not a limiting factor in the amount of sulfuric
acid formed. Therefore, reducing the so 2 from 1 PPM to 0.5 PPM at a constant
concentration of ZnO should not alter the magnitude of the animal response. It
did not.
References
1.

B.Y.H. Liu, D.Y.H. Pui, K.T. Whitby, D.B. Kittlesan, Y. Kouska, and R.L.
McKenzie, Atm. Environ. 12, 99 (1978).
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J.F. McCarthy, G.J. Yurek, J.F. Elliott and M.O. Amdur, Am. Indust. Hyg.
Assoc. J. 43, 880 (1982).
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M.O. Amdur, J.F. McCarthy and M.W. Gill, Ibid. 43, 887 (1982).
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ORGANIC COMPOUNDS AND ORGANIC REACTIONS
IN PRECIPITATION

T.E. Graedel

AT&T Bell Laboratories
Murray Hill, NJ 07974

1. INTRODUCTION

Organic compounds are far more numerous and far more diverse components of precipitation than
are inorganic compounds. (A recent literature reviewlll lists 183 organic and 22 inorganic
compounds that have been detected in precipitation. In addition, complex organic structures auch as
humus, tannin, and lignin are sometimes present1 21.) The occurrence of these organic constituents
reflects the incorporation of gas-phase organic molecules as will as the scavenging of aerosol
particles containing organic molecules.
Few organic compounds in precipitaion have received much study, because from a chemical
standpoint the analytical techniques are more difficult than are those for inorganic compounds, and
because from a motivational standpoint acidification in precipitation appears to be largely inorganic
in nature. Organic precipitation chemistry is of potential importance in a variety of complexation
and oxidation processes, however, and thus needs to be well understood.

2. ORGANIC COMPOUNDS IN PRECIPITATION
The major classes of organic structures found in rural New York by Likens and coworkersl 21 are
given in Table 1. Individual compounds identified in that and other studies include the following1 11:
• Hydrocarbons: 52, including C21-C33 alkanes and many polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons.
• Aldehydes: 5, including formaldehyde and acetaldehyde.
• Carboxylic Acids: 69, including C1-C16 alkane derivatives, substituted alkane derivatives, and
several aromatic acids.
• Pesticides: 16 halogenated compounds and 1 organophosphorous compound.
Table 1. Major Classes of Organic Materials
Found in Precipitation*
Class
%of TOC
100
TOC
POC
20
DOC
80
Carboxylic acids
11
Aldehydes
7
Tannin/lignin
8
*Adapted from reference 2. TOC-tOtal organic carbon; POC= particulate organic carbon; DOC=
dissolved organic carbon.

5

Organic species in precipitation may exist in any of several forms. Water soluble compounds (e.g.,
acetate ion) will be present in solution. Relatively insoluble compounds (e.g., hexadecanol) or
materials (e.g., lignin) will be components of the solid core. Complexes (e.g., formaldehyde with
inorganic sulfur) and chelates (e.g., humic acid with transition metal ions) are also likely to be
present.

9. ORGANIC REACTIONS IN PRECIPITATION
Organic chemistry in precipitation requires the presence of reaction initiators, for which there is as
yet sparse evidence. Among the established reactions and processes are:
• Bisulfite ion: this ion complexes readily with formaldehydei 31.
• Transition metal ions: iron and perhaps other ions can oxidize alkanic aldehydes to organic
acids1 41
• ·Ozone: this molecule readily oxidizes unsaturated hydrocarbons! 51 '
Virtually all organic compounds react in solution with the hydroxyl radical1 61 but the presence of
this radical in precipitation has not yet been established. There is also a potential for organic
photochemical reaction.s in these systemsJ71

4. SUMMARY
Organic chemistry in precipitation encompasses many facets of organic chemistry. The details of
organic processes and their importance to precipitation chemistry is relatively unexplored, and
remain a challenge for the atmospheric chemist.

6
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ORGANIC OXYSULFUR COMPOUNDS FROM S0 2 CHEMISTRY IN THE ATMOSPHERE
D.J. Eatough and L.D. Hansen
Department of Chemistry, Brigham Young University

276 FB, Provo, UT

84602.

The reaction of S0 2 (g) with organic compounds in the atmosphere results
in the formation of a variety of gas phase and aerosol organic compounds.
The following compounds have been identified as major products of
atmospheric chemistry:
0

H 3 C-O-~-O-CH 3
0

Dimethyl Sulfate
H
0 H
y II I

HOC-S-COH

Ho H

Bis-Hydroxymethyl Sulfone

0

H3 C-O-~-OH
'd
0

Monomethyl Sulfuric Acid
H
0il
i

HOC-~-OH

• i1

H 0

Hydroxymethane Sulfonic Acid

None of these compounds are found in appreciable concentrations in
from sources of S0 2 (g) but each are formed in the atmosphere as
secondary products of S0 2 (g) chemistry.

e~issions

Dimethyl sulfate and monomethyl sulfuric acid hfY3 both been identified
in the plumes of cRal- and oil-fired power plants
and in the urban Los
Angeles atmosphere . The compounds have been identified by a variety of
collection and analysis techniques includin§ the use of both diffusion
denuder and sorbent bed collection procedures . Gas phase dimethyl sulfate
has be3n detected by the use of a real-time sorbent bed-gas chromatograph
system . Gas and particle phase alkyl sulfates are present at about the
same, but low, concentrations in the power plant plumes studied. The alkyl
sulfate compounds exist mainly in the gas phase. The data from the power
plant plumes and from Los Angeles indicate that alkyl sulfates are formed
as secondary products in the atmosphere. Little information is currently
available on the mechanism or rates of formation of these compounds.
However, existing data suggest that CH 3 0S0 3 H may be formed as a result of
daytime photochemistry and that (CH 3 0) 2 S0 2 formation may be more important
at night.
Chemical pathways are available for the interconversion of
H2 S0 4 , CH 3 0S0 3 H and (CH 3 0) 2 S0 2 in the atmosphere.
The chemistry of ~rma t ion of the sulfone is better understood. The
6
compound (HOCH 2 ) 2 S0 2 ' , and presumable related analogs, is form~d from
homogeneou~ chemistry which appears to involve 0 3 , S0 2 and olefins .
The
compound is present only in the particle phase_ in the atmosphere and is not
found in emissions f7~~ power plants. Formation of the sulfone is hindered
by atmospheric water
. Under favorable formation conditions, the rate of
formation of ghr sulfone is comparable to the rate of formation of sulfate
0
from S0 2 (g) ' ' .
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It has been shown that formation of the adduct of S0 2 and CH 2 0
(hydroxymrf!:!iflle sulfonic acid) may be important in water droplet
chemistry
. The factors which control the formation of the adduct in
fog or cloud droplets are not well understood.

The analytical techniques which have been used to identify each of
these compounds, the occurrence of each in the atmosphere and the
information available on the mechanisms of formation of each will be
reviewed.
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EFFECTS OF HYDROGEN PEROXIDE IN MIST ON TREES
J. Slanina, R.K.A.M. Mallant

Netherlands Energy Research Foundation (ECN)
A. Kettrup, G. Masuch
Fachbereich Chemie, Universitat G.H.
D-4790 Paderborn, Federal Republic of Germany
The spatial and temporal distribution of tree die-back in Western
Europe cannot be explained by the two prominent hypotheses offering explanations for these phenomena. The first refers to acidification of soils,
followed by liberation of aluminium ions, which poisons the root systems of
trees.l The second postulates that ozone attacks the membranes of the cells
of needles and leaves, making them permeable and resulting in washout of
nutrients from the damaged cells.2 Acid deposition on unbuffered soils in
the Netherlands considerably exceeds values reported for afflicted area in
Germany, but tree die-back is less severe in the Netherlands. Tree die-back
is reported in areas in Western Germany where the soil is well buffered.
The ozone concentrations in North-West Holland are high compared with the
concentrations measured in the Schwarzwald, a severely affected area in
Germany.
A correlation between exposure to mists and clouds and tree die-back
was already observed some years ago, but laboratory experiments indicated
that only mists with a pH of 3 or lower will cause damage to leaves or needles.
On the basis of this evidence, ECN and the Universitat of Paderborn decided
to investigate the effects of oxidants, notably H202, on mist and cloud
droplets.
In this experiment, spruce and beech were exposed to mist in two
chambers. In one chamber an average composition containing about 100 micromoles of hydrogen peroxide was generated. In the second, the same mist was
generated but without hydrogen peroxide. After a period of 6 weeks, the
leaves and needles were investigated by means of microscopy techniques.
The leaves and needles of trees exposed to hydrogen peroxide contained more
stomata, showed a higher ratio of intercellular space/cell volume, and
indicated changes in cell metabolism. Many of the changes caused by exposure
to hydrogen peroxide have been observed in damaged forests in Western Germany.
The role of hydrogen peroxide could shed a new light on the cause of
forest die-back in Europe. Long series of measurements in Western and Eastern
Germany indicate rising levels of ozone. Hydrogen peroxide is probably formed
by the same types of radical reactions that produce ozone, so a corresponding
rise of hydrogen peroxide levels could have taken place.
The concentrations of sulfur dioxide have decreased in the same period.
Sulfite reacts quite rapidly with hydrogen peroxide in mist or cloud droplets,
so this could have caused a ri~e in hydrogen peroxide levels. Little tree
damage has been observed around industrial areas (the Ruhr, Rijnmond). Acid
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deposition near these areas is higher, but ozone and hydrogen peroxide are
depleted by NO and S02, respectively.
The observed development of tree die-back, starting at higher elevationt
and gradually occurring at lower levels, is in good agreement with both the
higher ozone concentrations at elevated altitudes and the more frequent
exposure to hydrogen peroxide in mist and cloud droplets. However, little
damage has been found in regions exposed to high ozone concentrations but
infrequently exposed to mist and dew.
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Nucleation and Aerosol Formation. 1i.n .Reactive Systems
··.! .

R. G. Keesee, J. J. Breen, K. Kilgore, 1. DiFazio,
R. E. Leuchtner, and A. W. Castleman, Jr.
Department of Chemistry
The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802
Despite their potential importance to the chemistry of the troposphere,
and especially source dominated atmospheres, little is known about the details
of the transfer of molecules from the gaseous to the condensed state by either
new particle formation or heterogeneous processes including adsorption onto or
dissolution into aerosol particles. It is becoming well recognized that
research on clusters provides a valuable approach in understanding gas-toparticle conversion and the role of small particles in the chemistry of the
atmosphere.
Clusters can be produced by supersonic expansion of a gas through a nozzle
into vacuum. In our laboratory, we have developed a co-expanding nozzle source
as a method for producing clusters consisting of reactive species. The nozzle
is designed in such a way that one gaseous species can be introduced and
expanded through a small (usually 100 Jlm diameter) glass nozzle opening. The
second species is introduced through a co-axial glass tube surrounding the
inner nozzle where the area of the annular opening is about 5 or 6 times that
of the inner opening (see Figure 1). After the nozzle, a skimmer collimates a
beam and species in the beam are then detected via electron impact ionization
mass spectrometry.
In view of their atmospheric importance and potential role in particle
formation, S02 and NH3 are an interesting pair of gases for study. When a few
torr of each gas are mixed, a solid material is produced. This reaction has
been known for over 150 years and a variety of colors have been reported for
the solid product.l,2 A yellow solid which has a stoichiometric ratio of 1:1
and a white solid with a 2:1 ratio for NH3 to S02 have been identified. Both
of these solids reversibly sublime back to NH3 and S02 as the pressure of the
gas phase is reduced. Decomposition is thought to lead to the other observed
colors.
We have performed a series of experiments in which ammonia was expanded
from the inner nozzle and S02 introduced through the annular opening and
another series in which the roles of the gases were reversed. With ammonia
introduced via the inner nozzle (500 torr stagnation pressure) and the S02
pressure behind the outer annular opening is 40 torr, ionized clusters of the
form (NH3)nso2+ and H+(NH3) 0 S02 were detected. The observed distribution is
shown in Figure 2. (The intensity of NH4+ is not shown as it would be
considerably off-scale.) When the S02 pressure is reduced to 20 torr, no
evidence of S02 incorporation into the ammonia clusters is found. . A peculiar
feature is that the unprotonated species exhibit a normal size distribution,
whereas the protonated clusters are strongly peaked at NH4+NH3S02• Ionization
of pure ammonia clusters results almost exclusively in protonated clusters due
to the internal cluster reaction3
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When sulfur dioxide was introduced through the inner nozzle, up to two
ammonia molecules were observed to be incorporated into the clusters with 20
torr of ammonia behind the annular opening (see Figure 3; the intensity of
so2+ is very large and not shown). With 40 torr, up to four NH3 molecules
were observed in the clusters. In addition, clusters containing one NH3
molecule become more prevalent than the pure (S02)n+ clusters. Due to the
wider mass range and lower mass resolution, no distinction could be made
between protonated and unprotonated clusters.
In general, the observed cluster distributions are smooth and in neither
series of experiments is any preference for a particular stoichiometric ratio
apparent, except for NH4~H3S02 in the protonated distribution shown in Figure
2. These experiments also demonstrate that the dual nozzle design results in
the reaction of the species exiting from the annular opening with clusters of
the species introduced through the inner nozzle. The more prevalent incorporation of NH3 compared to S02 for the similar pressure conditions may be due
to (1) a more efficient or faster transport of NH3 to the cluster beam
region, (2) a higher probability of S02 evaporation for the clusters upon
ionization, or (3) a greater reactivity (accommodation coefficient) for -NH3
with S02 clusters than for so2 with NH3 clusters.
Another system we have investigated is ammonia with nitric acid/water
clusters. The results of these experiments indicate that ammonia is
incorporated via an exchange with water.
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CATALYTIC OXIDATION OF SULFUR DIOXIDE IN.AEROSOL PARTICLES
C.L. Jones, R.C. Flagan and J.H. Seinfeld
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

· The oxidation of sulfur dioxide in liquid aerosol particles containing manganese is currently being studies using a continuous-stirred tank reactor (T ,...,. 1hr). High humidity, greater
than 85 percent, is maintained to simulate conditions that might be found in stack gases.
Previous studies of aerosol growth under such conditions have been plagued by the problems generated by the humid conditions, particularly that of the aerosol size measurement.
Specifically, care must be taken so that the sample humidity is not altered by the instrument,
thus biasing the size measurements. We are using a mobility classifier-condensation nuclei
counter combination to determine the feed and effluent aerosol size distributions. Growth
occurs as a result of the change in particle water activity due to the ionic strength change
caused by the reaction of S(IV) to S(VI). From the change in the size distributions, the
relative importance of heterogeneous oxidation can be inferred. The experiments, therefore,
provide an integrated assessment of the reaction kinetics/thermodynamic coupling that exists in aerosols growing as a result of chemical reaction. In addition, the aerosol growth
can be predicted by extrapolating the results of available bulk phase laboratory studies and
compared with that measured experimentally.
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The above figure is representative of the results obtained from the CSTR system. A
growth of ,...,. 10% in diameter was observed at a relative humidity of 95% and an 80 2
concentration of 49ppm. The peak diameter change, while small, is real. The classifier
will resolve a diameter change of 0.005J,Lm given a 100 volt step at the conditions we are
using. There was no significant increase in particle growth for 75ppm S02 and 95% relative
humidity. A reduction in the amount of growth was observed at 25ppm 80 2.
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ADSORPTION OF GASES AT EVAPORATING AND CONDENSING WATER SURFACES
Michael J. Matteson and William Schirmer, III
School of Chemical Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 USA
Single water droplets, 0.23 em in diameter were suspended and allowed
to evaporate, partially in a nitrogen stream (50 em/sec) containing various
concentrations of so 2 (l-3xlo-3 atm) and water vapor (6.8-16.9 mm Hg). In
a separate series of tests, the so 2 was replaced by o 2 in the 21-80 percent
range. The droplets were exposed for fixed time intervals, and then removed and analyzed for total sulfur oxide or o 2 content. The temperature
of the droplet was monitored during the exposure time. Water vapor concentration in the bulk gas phase as well as so 2 /o2 concentration determined
the equilibrium saturation concentration of gas transferred to the water
which was always less than that at thermal equilibrium. The rate of mass
transfer was controlled by heat transfer to the droplets.
In the second part of this study, water vapor in various concentrations was passed through a tubular furnace and condensed at various
temperatures (0-27°C) to form a cloud in the presence of S02 (lo-5-lo- 2 atm).
The condensed droplets were in the range of 1-2 ~m. Cloud droplets were
separated from the gas stream electrostatically and analyzed for sulfur content. Concentrations of so 2 in the aqueous phase were supersaturated compared to those at equilibrium, were relatively independent of gas phase con- ·
centrations at Yso < lo-3 atm, and strongly dependent on the amount of
water condensed. 2A mechanism is proposed whereby hydrate formation at the
water surface explains the results observed.
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ACCOMMODATION COEFFICIENT MEASUREMENTS
FOR OZONE ON WATER SURFACES
J.H. Lee

and I.N. Tang

Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
Mass transfer is an important consideration in many dynamic processes that
take place in both scientific studies and engineering applications. In
particular, the rate of trace gas incorporation into aqueous droplets in the
atmosphere has recently received much attention because of its relevance to
acid precipitation. In the present paper, experimental results are reported on
the interfacial mass transfer of gaseous ozone into aqueous phase: the
accommodation coefficient for ozone has been measured for the first time.
The experiments were carried out in a thermostated reaction cell, constructed of a rectangular Pyrex tube, 4 em x 8 em in cross section and 38 em in
length, and.placed with its length in a horizontal position. The cell was
equipped with an optical window on either end, gas inlet and outlet on the top,
and liquid inlet and outlet on the bottom. Liquid water was circulated through
the lower portion of the cell by an all-Teflon diaphragm pump, whereas trace
quantities of ozone in a humidified carrier gas was flowing concurrently in the
upper space. The system was designed to operate at low pressures, therefore,
very delicate flow and pressure controls were essential in maintaining the
required stability during an experiment.
0

A UV light beam at 2537 A, obtained with an intensity regulated deuterium
lamp and a narrow slit monochromator, passed through the gas phase between two
perfectly aligned pin holes mounted in front of the optical windows. An EMR
541-N photomultiplier tube and associated electronics were used to continuously
monitor the UV intensities as a means of measuring gaseous ozone concentration
changes.
In a typical experiment, the system was pumped down to a specified total
pressure, and at the same time the flow rates of the aqueous phase and the
humidified carrier gas were carefully adjusted to maintain a stable flow.
Ozone from a generator was leaked into the carrier gas through a precision
needle valve. As soon as a steady light intensity was obtained, two solenoid
valves on the gas inlet and outlet of the reaction cell were closed and a third
solenoid valve on the by-pass line opened. The gas phase in the reaction cell
became stagnant and the light intensity increased with time as ozone was being
absorbed into the aqueous phase.
Because of the simplified cell geometry and well-defined operating
conditions, a one-dimensional mathematical model is adequate for describing the
mass transport in the gas phase. The differential equation is given by,

ac
at
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The boundary condition at the gas-liquid interface is,

=

(av )C
4

Here, C is the gaseous ozone concentration at time t, y the vertical
coordinate, D the diffusivity of ozone in the gaseous medium, v the mean
molecular speed in a Maxwell-Boltzmann gas, and a the accommodation coefficient. The standard solution is readily obtained. It indicates that by monitoring the ozone concentration change as a function of time, the accommodation
coefficient may be deduced using a computer program.
However, precautions must be undertaken to satisfy the boundary condition
that the surface concentration of the dissolved ozone must be negligible at all
times. This was accomplished by agitation and addition of chemical reagents in
the aqueous phase to remove the dissolved ozone as quickly as it was formed.
In addition, the system must be operated at reduced pressures such that the
gas-phase resistance is much smaller than interfacial resistance.
Accordingly, experiments were made with both nitrogen and helium as
carrier gas in the pressure range of 29 to 85 torr covering an effect~ve
diffusivity range of 1.46 to 5.61 cm2/sec. Data were taken at three different
temperatures, namely, O, 10 and 19°C. The effects of chemical reagents on the
apparent accommodation coefficients, cxa, were studied using pure water, NaOII
and Na2S03 solutions. As shown in Fig. 1, the decay of 03 with time under a
given condition behaves as expected from the mathematical solution and is quite
reproducible. In pure water, as shown in Fig. 2, aa has a small value of
1.7xlo-7 as a result of the water surface being saturated by 03. It increases
only slightly to a value of 6x1o-7 by the addition of 0.05N NaOH, indicating
the slow reaction of OH- with dissolved 03. However, aa increases dramatically
to a value of 4.5x1o-5 upon adding only 8x10-4M Na2so3. It continues to
increase with increasing Na2S03 concentrations until it levels off at a value
of (5.3±0.4)x1o-4, where the errors represent one standard deviation evaluated
from a total of 79 measurements in the plateau region. The fact that aa no
longer changes with sulfite concentrations indicates that an ultimate or true
value of accommodation coefficient for 03 on water surfaces has now been
reached.
The present work not only represents the first of such measurements for
03, but provides a useful technique for other atmospheric gases. The measurements with so2 is in progress.
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A FLOW REACTOR FOR THE STUDY OF so - FORMATION
4
IN SIMULATED CLOUD WATER DROPLETS

Peter J. Groblicki and Martin A. Ferman

Environmental Science Department
General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, MI 48090-9055

INTRODUCTION
An important source of atmospheric sulfates - a major constituent of acid
deposition - is thought to be the oxidation of so2 in cloud water droplets.
At the present time, popular methods for the study of sulfuric acid production
in clouds include laboratory studies of bulk solution chemistry and in situ
studies using aircraft or mountain-top sampling sites. This paper presents an
intermediate approach, where a laboratory flow reactor is used to study chemical processes in well-controlled simulated clouds.
A cloud is formed in the
presence of typical atmospheric contaminants (S0 , H o , 0 , N0 , NH ) at the
2
3
2 2
3
2
top of a 4.5 m tube.
Gaseous contaminant dissolution in the cloud droplets,
followed by reaction in the droplets during the 4 minute residence time, leads
to the production of sulfate in the droplets.

APPARATUS
A cloud is formed by m1x1ng warm moist air, cold dry air, trace gases and
seed aerosol at the top of a 4.5 m long, 15 em diameter vertical flow reactor.
The temperatures and water content of the inlet streams are set so that a
cloud is produced that is typical of natural clouds: 10°C, 1000 drops/mL,
3
10 ~m diameter drops, 0.1 to 1 g/m
liquid water content. The wall temperature of the reactor is controlled at the temperature of the cloud. All temperatures and flows are monitored and controlled by a data acquisition and
control computer. After flowing down the reactor for a 4 minute residence
time, the cloud is evaporated at the bottom of the reactor by adding warm, dry
air and the resultant particles are collected on a filter. The collected
particulate matter is dissolved in water and analyzed for so =, N0
and NH +
3
4
4
Physical parameters such as temperature, dew. point and droplet s1ze distribution can be monitored at four locations along the tube. Gaseous consti-
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tuents such as S0 , N0 , 0 and NH can also be monitored automatically at any
2
2
3
3
of the four sampling ports.
All intruments and their electrically actuated
sampling valves are under computer control. In addition, the computer continuously calculates the adiabatic cloud temperature and liquid water content
(LWC) and displays these theoretical parameters next to the measured values.

DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS
The current system appears to meet all design objectives, as indicated in
the table. The system is functional, and a series of preliminary experiments
has been carried out using var1ous combinations of the reactants so , 0 ,
2
3
H o , N0 and NH . For the preliminary runs reported here, we have not ver3
2 2
2
ified by independent measurement the droplet concentration and size, nor the
liquid water content.
(A Particle Measuring Systems Classical Scattering
Aerosol Spectrometer with a custom-designed mounting that will allow us to
make in situ measurements of the droplet number and size distribution has been
installed and is presently being calibrated). For the preliminary experiments
we have set the liquid water ·content by mass balance considerations and visually observed the nature of the cloud. The results of these experiments agree
with our "chemical intuition", and show no unexpected problems with the system; derived reaction rates are in reasonable accord with the literature. The
blank runs as well_as runs where N0
is the only oxidant lead to a conversion
2
rate of S0 to S0 - much less than 1%/hr.
Ozone produces only a limited
4
2
amount of sulfate due to inhibition of further reaction by the acid produced.
The_addition of NH to neutralize this acid leads to the production of more
3
S0 -. The reaction with H o is the most rapid (over 100%/hr).
4
2 2
The system is extremely stable and a cloud can be maintained for a week
at a time. The choice of borosilicate glass, teflon and stainless steel as
construction materials produced a system with very little contamination as
reflected in a very low production rate of S0 - when no oxidant is present 1n
4
the system. The low blank of the system, coupled with the high sensitivity of
the ion-chromatographic analysis allows determination of conversion rates on
the order of 0.3% per hour in a four hour run with reactant concentrations of
100 ppb; increasing the concentration or the collection time allows even lower
rates to be measured. The curent flow rate of 20 1/min yields a residence
time of approximately 4 minutes.
Residence times
from 1 to 10 min can be
achieved by varying the flow rate and/or removing a piece of the tube.
. 0
Although the majority of our tests were carried out at 10 C and an expected
3
0
0
3
LWC of 1 g/m , cloud temperatures from 0 C to 30 C and LWC of 0.1 to 2 g/m
are readily attainable.
Increasing the capacity of one cooler would allow
frozen clouds to be produced.
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S0 2 OXIDATION IN CLOUD DROPS
CONTAINING NaCl OR SEA SALT AS CONDENSATION NUCLEI*
D.F. Miller, D. Lamb and A.W. Gertler
Desert Research Institute
PO Box 60220
Reno, NV 89506
ABSTRACT
The prevalent mechanism of S02 oxidation in the atmosphere seems to vary
with environmental conditions, as evidenced by the wide range of conversion
rates reported for this pollutant.
The results of numerous field studies
indicate S02 oxidation rates on the order of 10% h-1 even though it is estimated1 that the upper-limit rate for gas-phase oxidation by free radicals is
< 3% h-1.
Alternative explanations for faster oxidation rates generally
involve heterogeneous (i.e., two phase) react1ons which are not well characterized.
Of interest here are the relatively large S02 conversion rates which have
been observed in coastal environments. Hitchcock et al. 2 reported rapid rates
of sulfuric acid production on the coast of North Carolina. Eatough et al. 3
observed S02 oxidation rates of 30% h-1 when the plume of a Pacific Coast power
plant impacted a fog bank at Morro Bay, California.
In a tracer study, 4
average S02 conversion rates of 4.5 to 10.8% h-1 were computed for air masses
whose trajectories were known to have traveled out to sea and returned to the
coast.
The highest conversion rates were observed with intermittent cloud
cover. Farber et al. 5 reported that nighttime sulfate concentrations in the
Los Angeles Basin are nearly twice as high following days with sea stratus compared to days without stratus. Although these field studies implicate marine
conditions and clouds as factors related to large S02 conversion rates, a
number of intervening factors in such experiments prevent conclusions from
being drawn regarding cause-effect relationships.
In this paper, the results of controlled cloud-chamber experiments with sea
salt nuclei provide more direct evidence for a chemical effect attr·ibuted to
such nuclei.
Experiments were conducted in a 6.7-m3 expansion-type cloud
chamber designed to simulate cloud formation typical of updraft regions near
Details of the facility and experimental methodology have been
cloud base.
reported. 6 Cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) were generated from reagent grade
NaCl, dried sea salt (Pacific Ocean) and Instant Ocean® (an imitation mixture
of sea salt sold for aquariums). Two size distributions of these dried· salts
were used; a monodisperse distribution with a dry particle diameter {Dp) of 0.1
llm and a polydisperse distribution with a median Dp of approximately 0.4 lJm.
After humidifying purified air to 88% RH, S02 was introduced to give initial
* Sponsored by Electric Power Research Institute, Contract No. RP1434-3.
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concentrations ranging from 0.25 to 0.9 ppm.
Clouds were produced under
constantly decreasing temperatures that forced the condensation of water vapor
onto the CCN.
Initial and final temperatures of the cloud were about 21 and
12°C respectively, over reaction periods of 400 to 600 s.
The final liquid
water content of the clouds ranged from 1 to 3 g m-3, and median cloud drop
diameters were approximately 10 !Jm.
In the fully developed clouds, the salt
concentrations were estimated to be 8 x 10-5 M and 5 x 10:-3 M for the 0.1 and
0.4 IJm CCN, respectively. S02 oxidation rates, expressed as % h-1, are average
rates based on the amount of aqueous sulfate produced over the peri ad of cloud
formation. It is emphasized that these rates of S02 conversion to sulfate are
integrated over a period of rapid change in cloud water concentration, solute
concentration, pH and temperature which is representative of actual clouds.
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The results of the various
cloud chamber experiments are
presented in Figure 1.
The
ordinate, rso , is the psuedo
first order o~i dati on rate norma 1i zed to a li ~ui d water content of 1 g m- •
The shaded
area in Figure 1 is bounded by
the upper and lower 1imits of
rso
which
were
previously
obs~rved for the auto-oxidation
(i.e., air oxidation)
of S02
with phosphate and citrate buffers to regulate pH.6
The
bounds in Figure 1 correspond to
pseudo first-order rate constants (k 0 ) of 1o-3 and 1o-4 s-1
for sulfite oxidation in the
aqueous phase.

• NaCI

• lnatant Ol:ean R
• Sea Salt

Experiments conducted with
0.1 IJm NaCl (triangles) yielded
pH
scattered results, but values of
rso? were consistently larger
thall values obtained with bufFigure 1
fering nuclei of similar size.
Much of the scatter associated with oxidation rates< 1% h-1 is attributed to
lower quantifiable limits for sulfate. S02 oxidation rates of this magnitude
have little atmospheric significance considering the residence period of S02 in
clouds versus clear air.
S02 oxidation rates obtained with 0.4 IJm NaCl and
Instant Ocean® as CCN are clustered between 16 and 41% h-1. These rates are 5
to 10 times larger than the auto-oxidation rates observed with other cloud
nuclei. Most surprising are the results of replicate experiments using natural·
sea salt as the CCN.
In these experiments, the S02 oxidation rate exceeded
100% h-1.
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Because of the limited number of cloud chamber experiments, it is not
possible to separate the effects of pH and concentration.
Thus, it is not
clear at this point whether the absolute chloride concentration, the chloride
to sulfite or bisulfite ratio, or the presence of other trace species in sea
salt are most important in the oxidation process. Certainly, the chloride concentrations (8 x 10-5 and 5 x 10-3 M) used in these experiments are not
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excessive compared with ambient conditions.
Typical chloride concentrations
are 1o-4 to 1o-3M for marine fog along the coasts of California 7 ' 8 and Maine.9
The cloud chamber results reported here resemble results of bulk water
experiments in which aqueous solutions of sulfite and chloride salts were agitated with air bubbles.IO,ll In both types of experiments, various amounts of
NaCl were found to increase the rate of aqueous S02 oxidation relative to rates
associated with air oxidation alone. Apart from this consistent trend, discrepancies exist which may be related to the very different experimental conditions and/or to the influence of trace species.
For example, Clark and
Radojevi c 11 report aqueous S02 oxidation rates with reagent NaCl which are 5
times larger than those with artificial sea water and 13 times larger than
rates with natural (North Sea) sea water.
We observed no significant difference in S02 oxidation rates between reagent NaCl and artificial sea salt but
much larger oxidation rates with cloud nuclei composed of natural sea salt
(Pacific Ocean). Another dilemma is the report 11 that the chloride-enhanced
oxidation rate is second order in S(IV); a condition not tested in the cloud
chamber experiments nor easily rationalized by our present mechanistic
understanding. Further research will be needed to elucidate the mechanisms of
these seemingly catalytic oxidations.
In conclusion, direct evidences from both bulk-water and cloud-chamber
experiments indicate that NaCl, artificial sea salt and natural sea salt cause
more rapid oxidation of aqueous S02 compared to experiments without these
salts.
Oxidation rates ranging from 16 to 140% h-1 are observed in cloudchamber experiments in which 0.4-llm-di ameter salts are used as condensation
nuclei. These results might account for the rapid rates of conversion of S02
to sulfate which have been observed in fogs and cloud associated with marine
environments.
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PRIMARY OXIDANTS - RESULTS FROM FIELD AND LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS*
W.H. Benner and T. Novakov
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Combustion conditions for the burning of propane, butane, and natural gas
were reported to influence H202 production by these flames.l Following these
findings, laboratory and field experiments were conducted to determine if a
link exists between combustion emissions and heterogeneous oxidation of S02 in
the atmosphere. A simple procedure was designed in which combustion products
were sampled into aqueous solutions, and then the ratio of dissolved so4= to
[S(IV) + so4=] was determined by ion chromatography. The solutions were H20,
1 mM H2CO (pH= 5), 5 mM co 3= (pH= 10), a suspension of activated carbon, and
a suspension of flame particles. The H2CO solution was used to quench the
reactions between possible oxidants and S(IV) by converting the S(IV) to
hydroxymethane sulfonate ion. The carbonate solution was used to quench the
reaction between H202 and S(IV) by application of the fact that the rate constant for this reaction is l0-4 times slower at pH = 10 than at pH = 4. The
solutions were analyzed for [H202] using a colorimetric technique. 2
A small diesel fuel burner in which ~ 5 ml/min fuel could be burned under
variable conditions (air/fuel ratios between 2 and 10) was used as one source
of combustion products. The absorption of filtered combustion gases into water
(10 min sampling time, immediate analysis) caused ~ 2% of the dissolved so 2 to
be oxidized to so4= for an air/fuel (A/F) ratio of 10 and ~ 6% when the A/F was
2. Collection of the filtered combustion products into H2CO solution decreased
the amount of S02 oxidized, but collection in carbonate greatly increased oxidation to ~ 25%. [H202] was < 10-8 M in all these samples as compared with
dissolved total sulfur (ST) ~ 5 x l0-5 M. The collection of filtered combustion
products in a suspension of activated carbon increased the amount of S(IV) oxidized above that observed for samples collected in H20 alone and was·dependent
on A/F. The same was true when flame particles and gases were sampled together,
i.e., without the removal of particles by filtration.
Samples of combustion emissions from two diesel-powered automobiles were
collected in similar ways. Samples collected in H20 showed between 6 and 33% of
ST to be S04= and depende~t upon the specific automobile. Quenching the samples
in H2CO decreased the S04-/ST ratio, and collection of samples in carbonate
greatly increased oxidation to as much as 80%. H202 was detected in all samples
and was highest in the carbonate solutions. Maximum [H202] = 5 x lo-6 M as
compared to ~ lo-4 M concentrations of ST. The collection of filtered exhaust
gases in a suspension of activated carbon increased the amount of S(IV) oxidized
above that observed for samples collected in H20 alone. The same was true when
exhaust particles and gases were sampled together, i.e., without the removal
of particles by filtration. Control experiments in which S02 and C02 from a
*This work was supported by the Office of Energy Research, Office of Health and
Environmental Research, Physical and Technological Research Division of the
U.S. Department of Energy under contract no. DE-AC03-76SF00098 and by the
National Science Foundation under contract no. ATM-8315442.
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cylinder were sampled simultaneously showed S04=/sT < 0.5%.
Filtered samples of winter ambient air in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, were
absorbed into H20, immediately quenched with H2CO at the end of 3-hr sampling
periods, and later analyzed by ion chromatography. In comparison with S02
absorbed into water and similarly quenched, variable amounts of S02 oxidation
were observed.
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THE ROLE OF SURFACE OXYGEN IN S(IV) OXIDATION
IN SUSPENSIONS OF VARIOUS MODEL BLACK CARBONS*
L.A. Gundel, W.H. Benner, and T. Novakov
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Because of its potential significance for atmospheric chemistry, aqueous
oxidation of sulfur dioxide by carbon particles has received considerable
attention.l However, there is significant disagreement about the importance of
soot-catalyzed S02 oxidation in the atmosphere. The principal reason for this
disagreement is the extrapolation of laboratory studies, performed with different model carbons, to atmospheric conditions. Assessments of the importance of
this process range from significant, under nonphotochemical conditions,2 to
negligible.3 In this presentation, we give data on aqueous so 2 oxidation by a
number of commercial carbons as well as by ambient carbon particles. We also
report investigations of the surface chemistry of these heterogeneous reactions,
using evolved gas analysis (EGA), electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis
(ESCA), and electron microscopy.
S(IV) was prepared from Na 2s 2o5 , which hydrolyzes to S(IV) in solution.
For all experiments, the initial concentration of S(IV) was close to 4.0 x
lo-4 M, and the concentration of particles was 1.00 g/~ (total mass). [S(IV)]
was determined by iodometric titration or ion chromatography. To study the
early part of the reaction (oxidation times between 5 sec and 3 min), the reaction was quenched by rapid injection of formaldehyde before filtration and
analysis.
The general behavior of S(IV) concentration after mixing together carbon
and the S(IV) solution is similar to observations reported before4; i.e., the
oxidation is a two-stage process, consisting of a rapid initial depletion of
S(IV) and a slower linear decrease in S(IV) concentration with time. Because
the first step is very fast, we characterize it using o, the value of the initial decrease in S(IV) c~ncentration. We obtained o by extrapolating the linear portion of the curve to the start of the reaction and subtracting this
extrapolated concentration from the initial concentration. It is clear from
Table 1, where the o values and the second-step rate constants for all carbons
are tabulated, that different carbons have vastly different S(IV) catalytic
activities. The rates for the second-stage oxidation differ by almost two
orders of magnitude between the least active carbon (Vulcan 6) and the most
active (RB-1). The o values for these two carbons-differ by about a factor of
5. Table 1 also shows that the higher the o value for a particular carbon, the
faster is the second-stage rate, i.e., the two processes are interrelated and
possibly due to a common factor, such as surface oxygen.
*This work has been supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office
of Health and Environmental Research, Physical and Technological Research Division o.f the U.S. Department of Energy under contract no. DE-AC03-76SF00098 and
by the National Science Foundation under contract no. ATM 83-15442.
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Catalytic activity of untreated ·carbons.
0
Rate
(mole g-ls-1)
Carbon
(mmole g-1)

Table 1.

Graphite
Vulcan 6
BP1300
Aktivkohle
Nuchar S-N
RB-1
Poly C

0
0.016
0.045
0.068
0.046
0.075
0.060

0
5xlo-9
3.2xlo-8
l.lxlo-7
1.9xlo-8
3.9xlo-7
3.0xlo-8

In order to study the role of surface oxygen, carbon samples were pretreated by heating to different temperatures in a nitrogen atmosphere, cooled
to room temperatures in a nitrogen atmosphere, exposed to air, and then used to
catalyze S(IV) oxidation. The 0/C atomic fractions were determined by ESCA and
temperature-programmed EGA5 after each treatment step. We found that both the
surface and bulk 0/C atomic fractions decreased with treatment temperature, but
the o value and the rate of the second-stage process increased with temperature
for all three carbons. Oxygen thermography provided some real clues to the
mechanism of oxidation by S(IV) at the surface of these model carbons.
Untreated carbons showed complex thermograms, with oxygen evolving in peaks that
ranged from 100° to 1000°C. These correspond to adsorbed oxygen, water, and
surface oxygen in carboxyl, hydroxyl, and other functional groups. After treatment at 1000°C in Nz, no oxygen remained; but the small amount of oxygen adsorbed after 30 minutes of air exposure was more effective in oxidation of S(IV)
than the much larger amount of oxygen present before heat treatment. EGA showed
that this oxygen evolved at 100°C, along with H2o, which was determined separately. The adsorbed oxygen is the active agent.
Of these carbons, the more reactive Nuchar S-N and RB-1 adsorbed much more
oxygen after heating and re-exposure to air than did the least active Vulcan 6.
This means that the surface of the inert carbon does not provide many suitable
sites for oxygen chemisorption and consequently has few active sites for S(IV)
oxidation. In contrast, both reactive carbons adsorbed considerable amounts of
oxygen; however, the less reactive Nuchar S-N adsorbed more oxygen and water
than the more reactive RB-1. This apparent contradiction may be understood by
comparing the surface and bulk 0/C fractions for carbons treated at 1000°C. The
more reactive the carbon, the greater was the enrichment of the surface in
oxygen. The active surface area (estimated from o) of the most reactive carbon
was 5 times its geometric surface area (estimated from density measurements and
electron microscopy). For the other carbons, these areas corresponded well.
These results show that not all adsorbed oxygen participates in the S(IV) oxidation and the oxygen in RB-1 may be more accessible to the S(IV) species at
the solid-liquid interface than it is for Nuchar S-N.
The results of this study lead us to formulate the following model for the
surface oxidation of S(IV). The oxidant is adsorbed oxygen, Cx·Oz*· The more
Cx•Oz* is available, the more S(VI) can be formed in the initial rapid step of
the oxidation. The slower step involves the same sites but is limited by the
diffusion of dissolved oxygen and S(IV) to the surface. The size and microstructure of the carbon surface also influence the accessibility of S(IV) to
Cx·Oz*· The wide variation in measured oxidation rates for different carbons is
due to variability in their capacities for chemisorbing oxygen. Removal of
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unreactive surface functional groups by heat treatment with subsequent reexposure to air at room temperature allows for enhanced chemisorption because
more sites are available, so the rates of both types of S(IV) oxidation
increase. Conversely, fresh combustion particles should be more .reactive than
aged particles, whose surfaces are covered with unreactive species.
We simulated ambient black carbon by use of chemically digested ambient
particles collected in Berkeley. These particles were extremely reactive in
oxidation of S(IV); heating in nitrogen at 1000°C did not change the reactivity.
These results help clarify part of the controversy about the importance of soot
as an atmospheric catalyst for so 2 oxidation. For model carbons and ambient
carbon, the rapid first step accounts for most of the total conversion. Since
the second-stage process is much slower than the first step, extrapolation of
the rate of the second process to atmospheric conditions may seriously underestimate the ability of a fresh carbon particle to oxidize S(IV). Earlier
neglect of the importance of the rapid first step and the wide variation among
different carbons in measured rates for the second-stage process account for
the range of predicted rates of soot-catalyzed atmospheric so 2 oxidation.
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Heterogeneous Gas Absorption by Aerosol Particles and Droplets
A Discussion of Laboratory Experiments
R. Dlugi
Laboratorium fur Aerosolphysik und Filtertechnik I
Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH
7500 Karlsruhe, W.-Germany

Introduction
A considerable number of experiments on the SO -and NO -absorption
by aerosol particles and droplets give evidence that these ~rocesses can
contribute to the formation of acids and salts in the atmosphere. The
comparison of the experimental results show that especially due to catalysts
or active jurfa~fs the initial rates of these reactions can be in the order
of 10 - 10 % h • But when the absorption/oxidation processes proceed,
the rates of catalized or surface reactions decrease because the reaction limiting steps are influenced by the reaction products. Then the total removal of a gas by a certain mass of particles or droplets is limited for
fixed thermodynamic conditions. A large number of experiments were performed
in different chemical reactors to study the so -No -H 20-aerosol
2
system. The main goals were to show the influence ·~f oifferent reactors and
to determine empirical rate laws and the total removal of gases.
Empirical Rate Expressions
The experimental data on the catalyzed so 2 -oxidation (by Mn(II),
Fe(III), Fe(II)) are fitting rate laws of the form
d/dt

[sCvi)]

(1)

with k =rate constant; I= ionic strength; a. =canst.; Me(n+) =
catalyst; S(IV) = so -species in solution; [o~J, [H1 oxygen- and
2
hydrogen ion concentration. For Mn(II)-ions tte coefficients are calculated
to be: OS a1 S 2, OS a2 S 1, a3 ~ -1, OS a~S 1
and for Fe-ions 1 S a1 S 2, 0.5 S a2 S 2, -1 .S a3 S 0, a~ = 0.
(e.g. Martin, 1984; Hoffmann and Boyce, 1983; Hoffmann and Jacob, 1984).
The coefficients a. strongly depend on the concentrations of Me(n+), S(IV)
and H+ which are ihfluenced by particle properties and thermodynamic conditions. For diluted solutions (Is 0.1) the uptake of gases and the
formation of aqua-metal ions, hydroxo-complexes or axe-complexes can be
calculated to a certain extent (Stumm and Morgan, 1970; Hoffmann and Jacob,
1984). But for higher concentrated solutions, like in aerosol particles, the
concentrations of H+, S(IV), N(III), N(IV) and Me(n+) can only be
estimated. So the starting conditions are not as well defined as for diluted
solutions. It is discussed which aerosol properties should be known for the
determination of rate expressions.
Chemical reactors
The experiments to study the gas absorption-oxidation processes were

------~--

---
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performed in different chemical reactors. Static and dynamical methods were
used for experiments in solutions, dispersed droplets and aerosols. The
comparison of the sulfate formation process in tubular and fixed bed
reactors and a smog chamber shows that the reaction rates and the total
removal of gases (the capacity of aerosols C) in the smo~ chamber and a
2 can be
fixed bed with particle mass loadings less than 0.1 gem
compared. The results from other reactors cannot be compared due to the
influence of diffusion processes. In static systems the reaction rates v
2
4
are determined for a time scale of about 10 < t~ 10 s (Dlugi et
al.,1985), while from dynamical systems (e.g. Kaplan et al., 1981) initial
rates are determined for 5< t~ 500s. So in general the relation v (dynamicg
v (static) hol~~· ~~r all aerosol systems v (static) is determined as
v (static)< 10
s
• The value of C cannot be measured in dynamic
systems. For studies of the so -No -droplet systems mainly batch-type
2
reactors or stopped flow technLque~ are used to determine empirical rate
laws in the liquid phase. The differences between the reaction rates of the
manganese- and iron-catalized so -oxidation are discussed by Martin (1984)
2
and Ibusuki and Barnes (1984) ano reproduced by own experiments.
Results for different aerosols
The experiments were performed with artificial particles, soots, fly
ashes and n·atural dusts in a way that mass transfer can only have a small
influence on the oxidation process (Dlugi, 1983). Although the composition
of artificial and real particles show large differences, the overall
reaction behaviour is comparable. But, the rate controlling processes are
largely different. Starting with a low water content on the Farticles
(mass m of water/mass of dry aerosol
which is correspondent to a low
relativ~ humiditiy, the reaction rate ist constant up to r.h.~ 95%. If the
humidity increases further the reaction rate decreases proportional to the
relation (m /m ) for different types of particles. So for increasing
humidities g s~rface type reaction changes to a volume reaction, which is
mainly controlled by the concentration of catalysts (Fe (III), Mn(II)).
The total removal (the capacity) of so increases with increasing water
2
content of the particles in a nonlinear way, which reflects solubility
equilibria and other physico-chemical processes. So physico-chemical model
, calculations have to be used to give an interpretation of these complex
processes in terms of catalytic or surface catalyzed reactions.
For fly ashes and soots the addition of N0 enhance the rate of the
2
so 2 -oxidation, while the capacity is slightly
reduced. Thz reaction rate
for fly ashes or other Fe- and Mn-containing dusts are 10 zimej larger
than for soots. The capacities are larger by a factor of 10 -10
compared with soots or droplets containing these particles. If compared
with other so -oxidation m~chanisms the rate for aqueous aerosols and
2
small droplezs (m /m ) ~ 10 ) is comparable with the oxidation rate by
H o (1 - 10 ppb~. ~t is shown that the catalized reactions in this
2 2
range of watet content are controlled by microphysical processe~ of fog or
cloud formation.
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If the water content exceeds a value of about m /m = 5•103 the so 2
oxidation rate in these droplets containing flywasR as condensation nuclei
~
-1
is below 10
M s • This shows that all types of catalized SO -NO reactions become less important in droplets with a diameter D targ~r than
about 15 - 20 ~m, because the number of reactive particles is largest below
about D = 2 ~m.
The reaction rates of the so -No -oxidation on fly ash particles and in
2
. droplets were parameterized, to ~erive an empirical rate equation which can
be used for calculations of the sulfate formation in power plant plumes
which mix with cooling tower plumes (Nester et al., 1984). The model shows
that some of the experimental results of plume measur~ments (e.g. Dittenhofer, 1979) can be explained by a catalized SO oxidation in wet fly ash
particles and small droplets (Dlugi et al., 1~85; Nester u. Verenkotte,
1985) if only a small amount of primary acids are emitted.
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Sensitivity Analysis of the Role of Free Radical,
Organic and Transition Metal Reactions in
Sulfate Production in Clouds
Seog-yeon Cho and Gregory R. Carmichael
Chemical and Materials Engineering
University of Iowa
125B Chemistry Building
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
The roles that in-cloud chemistry play in producing sulfate in cloudwater
are evaluated in this paper by use of a flow-through chemical reactor model.
This modeling approach has been used by Hong and Carmichael (1983) to study
the production of sulfate in cloudwater and to characterize the effects of
rain intensity, cloud characteristics, and gas phase concentrations. However,
this analyis did not include liquid phase free radical reactors or gas phase
chemistry. In this paper detailed gas and liquid phase chemical mechanisms
are included in the analysis. The gas phase chemistry consists of some 80
reactions involving 40 chemical species. The liquid phase chemical mechanism
has a similar number of species and includes hydrogen peroxide, organic
peroxides (ROOH), formaldehyde, higher carbonyls (RCHO), formic acid, higher
organic acids (RCOOH), free radicals OH, H0 2 and R0 2 , and transition metals.
Hodel simulations of various initial conditions and cloud parameters are
presented and discussed. Special attention is paid to the affect of organic
species and transition metals on sulfate production.
The sensitivity of the model predictions to initial conditions and model
parameters is evaluated by use of the Analytically Integrated Magnus (AIM)
method of sensitivity analysis (Kramer, et al., 1981). Local elementary
sensitivity coefficients for various species important to sulfate production
are presented and discussed. Further insights into the complex interactions
between species are provided by the evaluation of the Green's functions for
various model simulations. The Green's function represents a response in a
given species at a particular time due to a change in another species at a
specified previous time.
Finally, results of sulfate production in cumulus and orographic clouds
obtained by detailed transport/chemistry/removal model analysis are presented
and discussed.
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PRIMARY SULFATE EMISSIONS FROM OIL-FIRED POWER PLANTS
Glen E. Gordon and Ilhan Olmez*
Department of Chemistry, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742
Much of the airborne sulfate in the eastern u.s. is a regional pollutant,
i.e., it results from S02 gas released far upwind followed by slow conversion
during transit. Because of the regional nature of the problem, urban sulfate
concentrations do not greatly exceed rural values in a particular area. Indeed, Altshuller showed that, by the late 1970s, average 3rd-quarter sulfate
levels at urban stations of the Northeast exceeded rural values by only 30%
(13 vs. 10 pg/m3). During the colder 4th quarter, when S02 conversion is
slower, urban and rural values were about 9 and 7 pg/m3, respectively.
Although the importance of regional sulfate in urban areas is clear,
local sources may contribute significant fractions of sulfate to the air of
eastern u.s. cities, especially during winter. In fact, Altshuller observed
that 4th-quarter urban sulfate levels dropped from about 19 pg/m3 in 1963-65
to about 9 pg/m3 in 1975-77 as a result of required use of low sulfur fuel in
cities. This large decrease suggests that a considerable amount of sulfate
was associated with these urban SOz sources, either primary sulfate or local
conversion of so 2 . Over this same time period, there was little change in
· 4th-quarter rural sulfate levels.
Direct calculations of primary sulfate contributions to urban areas are
difficult to make, but estimates can be made for oil-fired plants relative to
particulate V concentrations, as receptor-model calculations for eastern u.s.
cities indicate that most airborne V originates from oil combustion.2-4 As
most V and sulfate from oil-fired plants is borne by fine particles (diam <
2.5 1-1m), we consider only fine or "non-crustal" v5 and sulfate.·
Table 1 summarizes the few appropriate data on particles from oil-fired
plants plus the composition of the oil component extracted from ambient fine
particle data in Watertown, MA by Thurston and Spengler using principal component analysis.3 The average so42-/v ratio of particles from oil-fired
plants is 30. In Table 2, the ratio is used to estimate the fraction of observed sulfate contributed by primary emissions from oil-fired plants in several areas of the eastern u.s. The primary sulfate contribution from oilfired plants is probably (10% in summer, but in the range of 12 to 20% in
winter based on these limited data.
Primary sulfate from coal-fired plants is much less significant. The ·
S/As ratio of fine particles from eastern u.s. plants with electrostatic precipitators (the type which supply ~90% of coal-generated electric powerlO) is
~10, corresponding to S042-/As = 3o.ll In areas free of sulfide ore processing, most As arises from coal combustion. With As concentrations typically
1-3 ng/m3, primary sulfate from coal would be only about 60 ng/m3. However,
primary sulfate contributions from coal may increase as more scrubbers come
*Present address:

Nuclear Reactor Laboratory, Mass. Inst. of Technology,
Cambridge, MA 02139
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into use: although scrubbers remove much of the S02 gas, they greatly
increase the amount of particulate S released.ll
Another source of "local" sulfate is conversion of S02 within the metropolitan area. Many cities are now ringed by coal-fired plants, in the case of
Washington, D.C., at a radius of about SO km. Assuming an S02 conversion rate
of 1%/hr and a wind speed of 10 km/hr, 5% of the S02 released would be converted to sulfate during transit to the city. Based on the ratio S/As = 700
fo~ eastern coals,12 and assuming 5% of the As and all of the S (as S02) pass
through pollution controls, we calculate an so~2-/As ratio of 2100. The As
concentration in Washington, D.c.2 is 3.2 ng/m3, some of which is brought in
by the regional sulfate component.13 But if half of the As is from coal-fired
plants just outside of the city, the predicted concentration would be 3.4
~g/m3 S042-, about one-third of the total observed! This calculation is
crude, but suggests that more careful consideration is warranted.
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Table 1.

Vanadium, S and S042- concentrations on fine particles from oilfired plants.
Concentration (%)
s
so 4 2-

Plant

v

S/V

so 42-;v

Eddystone (Phila., PA)6

1.1

11

40

10

36

Schulykill (Phila., PA)6

1.9

13

45

6.8

24

Portland, OR7

3.4

16

4.7

14a

Osaka, JapanS

0.24

3.6

16

48a

Watertown, MA (ambient)3

0.54

5.4

10

3oa
30

Average
acalculated assuming all s present as so42-

Table 2.

Fine-particle primary sulfate contributed by oil-fired plants in
eastern u.s.
Concentrations
so4 2-( jjg7m3)
Primary Observed

Season

v
(ng/m3)

Watertown, MA3

2-yr avg.

22

0.66

5.5

12

Washington, nc2

summer

25

0.75

9.0

8

summer

9.8

0.29

6.1

5

winter

17.4

0.52

2.3

23

winter

47

1.4

10

14

Area

Fraction
primary
(%)

Narragansett, RI5
Newark, NJ9
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Oxidation Rates of

so 2 in Chimney

Plumes - Observations on the Importance
of Heterogeneous Processes, Based on
Some Smelter and Power Plant Plume Studies
M. A. Lusis
Air Resources Branch
880 Bay Street, 4th Floor
Toronto, Ontario M5S 1Z8

•

Because of the importance of large point sources of so 2, and the relative simplicity
with which atmospheric chemistry studies can be carried out on point source plumes,
there have been many plume investigations into so oxidation rates, under various
meteorological conditions - see e.g. references 1 and2 2. These studies have provided
evidence for both heterogeneous and homogeneous so oxidation mechanisms. Depending
2
and period of interest, either
on the geographical location, meteorological conditions
mechanism could conceivably be important.
This paper presents some data collected at two locations in Canada - the Suncor
power plant in the tar sands area of northern Alberta (57° N lat), and the large INCO
nickel smelter at Sudbury, Ontario. The data discussed here are of interest because, due
to a number of factors, heterogeneous processes would be expected to be significant, but
homogeneous gas-phase chemistry should be negligible. The absence of appreciable
conversion rates under the conditions of these experiments (notably high particulate
loadings and low solar radiation in the Suncor case, and near - 100% relative humidity in
the INCO case) is used to argue against heterogeneous, particle catalysed processes as an
important mechanism in chimney plumes.
Results from the Suncor (previously <:_flied Great Canadian Oil Sands) power plant
Of particular interest are the very high
study have been fully discussed elsewhere.
particulate loadings in this plume (expressed in terms of particulate consti tent per gm
so 2 , the emissions contain approximately 200 rng total particulates, 1.5 mg V, 0.07 mg Mn
an<f 2. 7 mg Fe), and the low solar radiation and high atmospheric stability encountered
during the wintertime phase of the Suncor study. Because of these factors, it was possible
to see and sample the plume out to considerable distances from the stack. On February 8,
1977, for example, the plume was highly visible and bownish in colour in the early morning
A sample was collected just after sunrise, using an
prior to inversion breakup.
instrumented helicopter, 34 krn from the chimney (plume age slightly over 1 hr). Although
the particulate loading was so high that a dark stain was later observed on the particulate
filter paper, there w~s no apparent oxidation of so 2 in the plume (the observed conversion
rate was - 0.2% h- ). On this particular occasion the temperature at plume height was
3°c, and the relative humidity, 60%. The other sampling flights during February, or the
early morning periods in June, also showed little evidence of oxidation of so 2 to
particulate sulfates in the plume, even though estimates based on the rate expression
developed by Freiberg 4 for iron-catalysed so oxidation in aerosol solutions, indicated
2
that conditions during some of the runs were conducive to appreciable conversion rates
due 5-o iron alone (not to mention some of the other potential catalysts, such as soot or
.\t1 n) •

.

In the above study, as well as the investigations of the much larger INCO smelter
plume to be discussed belg'~' some evidence can be found in the data for the presence of
heterogeneous processes ' • Perhaps the important point is that, even if such processes

•
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were present, they are not causing appreciable so conversion rates, even under very
2
favourable conditions. One such condition is expected to occur when the relative
humidity is high, and in this connection a series of experiments carried out around the
INCO smelter are of particular interest. Rain samples were collected at ground level
during precipitation events (at plume travel distances on the order of one half to one
hour), when the plume from the 308 m chimney was generally in the clouds. A remote
so 2 sensor (COSPEC) was ~sed to locate the plume and identify precipitation collectors
exposed to plume washout • The data were used to calculate ~cavenging rates of sulfates
and a number of trace metal constituents from the plume . The results have some
interesting implications with regard to so 2 oxidation at near-100% relative humidities,
since the trace metals emittjg by the smelter are expected to lead to high conversion
rates under these conditions • As is generally the case in field experiments where
polluted air encounters clouds, the interpretation of the results is somewhat uncertain,
since no direct measurements of conversion rates were possible. Nevertheless, the finding
that sulfates and a number of co-emitted trace metals (in both submicron and supermicron
particles) all have similar scavfnging rates is considered to be significant (- average
scavenging rates, in units of 10- s- , were: SO , 0.9; Fe 1.1; Cu 1.2, Ni, 0.6; Pb, 2.1; Zn,
3.0; and Cd, 1.5), and implies a scavenging meghanism whereby the emitted particulates
rapidly form cloudwater nuclei., grow to cloud droplet sizes, and are scavenged with
efficiencies comparable to cloudwater scavenging efficiencies 9• Conversion of SO.? to
sulfates within the plume would have enhanced the so scavenging rate relative to tnose
4
of the trace metals, ~ut there does not seem to be any evidence for such conversion, even
1
though theortically
a factor-of-two or more increase of the apparent so 4 scavenging
coefficient due to the contribution of chemically converted SO would not seem
unreasonable. A quite indepe11ent estimate of the "wet" so con~ersion rate in this
2
plume was made by Chan et al. , using data collected by a routme precipitation sampling
study in the Sudbury Basin, together with information on particle size distributions from
the INCO chimney. Noting that Pb and primary sulfate occur in particles having a similar
size distribution, and assuming that the scavenging efficiencies of Pb, and pri~nary and
secondary so , are equal, Chan et a1 estimated that on average the "wet" so oxidation
4
1
2
rate in this plume is less than 0.5% h . .
·
The explanation for the results presented above, as well as the generally weak
evidence from other work for any significant particle-catalysed so 2 oxidation in coherent
plumes, is probably the highly acidic plume environment, whicfi suppresses ~alytic
action by trace metals (although soot particles could theoretically still contribute) . Coemitted with the so 2 are significant amounts of '50_3 and H2 SOu. (typically, on the order
of one part acid per TOO parts so ), which acidify prume particulates so that appreciable
2
trace metal catalysis is no longer possible, at least, as long as the plume has not been
diluted to the extent that it can no longer be distinuished from the background air. It is
particularly interesting that this seems to be also true even for the rather extreme
conditions discussed in the present paper.
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EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR RAPID HETEROGENEOUS SULFATE FORMATION
IN THE LOS ANGELES URBAN AIRSHED

•

M. D. Zeldin
E. C. Ellis
A. A. Huang
Southern California Edison Company
P. 0. Box 800
Rosemead, California 91770
The Los Angeles Basin (SOCAB) is a large urban airshed situated adjacent
to the Pacific Ocean. Since the air entering the SOCAB is predominantly
from overwater trajectories, the area affords an excellent opportunity to
study the relationships between local emissions and resulting air quality
without the confounding effects of long range emissions transport from other
industrial or urban complexes. Furthermore, major industrial sources of
sulfur oxides are generally concentrated along the coastal regions where the
frequency of moisture availability (e.g. fog and stratus clouds) is greatest.
With an understanding of the general meteorological processes which typically
occur, analyses of aerosol sulfate, and rain and fog chemistry can unfold a
reasonable and consistent picture of sulfur oxidation processes. This paper
will present the results of such analyses from an empirical perspective.
Twenty-four hour aerosol sulfate measurements have been routinely collected in the SOCAB on a summertime daily basis since 1976. For the period
1976-1980, coincident meteorological data were collected. Regression and
principal component analyses, using over 600 data points clearly indicate
that high sulfate concentrations are associated with moist marine air
trapped under a moderately deep (e.g. 300-lOOOm) and strong (e.g. >8 deg C)
inversion.1 Conversely high photochemistry conditions, as measured by ozone
concentrations in the SOCAB, are temperature, rather than moisture related.
In a companion case-study analysis, 2-hr incremental aerosol sulfate
data were collected for a selected number of days in 1978. With persistent
stratus clouds moving onshore under a strong inversion, sulfate levels were
generally 30-60 ~g/m3. No specific diurnal tendency was noted, such as a
strong daytime maximum as is typically associated with ozone. In another
case with a strong inversion but no stratus clouds, sulfate levels persisted
below 10 ~g/m3. These results very strongly imply that sulfate formation in
the SOCAB is dominated by heterogeneous aqueous phase oxidation, rather than
gas-phase homogeneous reactions.
Whereas aerosol analyses can reveal the primary sulfur oxidation process,
recently collected rain and fog chemistry data can provide additional insight
into reaction rates. Since 1980, rainfall samples have been collected on an
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event bas1s at 15-20 locat1ons 1n southern Cal1forn1a, although some locat1ons were changed each year to g1ve even better spatial representation.
Laboratory analyses determined major anion and cation concentrations, from
wh1ch annual volume weighted means were calculated. Data were plotted to
reveal spat1al concentrations of these ions. Of particular interest are the
results for sulfate and n1trate. Sulfate 1solpleths (as dep1cted 1n F1g. 1
with concentrat1ons 1n peq/1) show d1stinct maxima in the immediate
v1c1n1ty of the major S02 sources. Concentrations decrease rapidly away
from these sources, 1nd1cat1ng that little, if any, transport of sulfate 1s
occurr1ng. Since storm conditions in southern California are assoc1ated
with moderate transport winds (e.g. 8-15m/s), the oxidation of sulfur and
the subsequent washout of sulfate must occur rapidly. By comparison,
nitrate patterns (Fig. 2) show the greatest concentrations 80-150km downwind
of the pr1mary po1nt and area NOx emission sources. Thus the oxidat1on of
NO and N02 1s d1stinctly slower than S02. In all likelihood, due to the
relative insolubility of NO and N02, particulate nitrate and/or nitr1c
ac1d are formed pr1or to the onset of prec1p1tat1on, carr1ed downwind, and
then scavenged by the precipitation.
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Southern California fog generally occurs up to 60 days per year, with
coastal fogs occurr1ng on an average of 20 to 45 days~ Some of these fog
events have been reported to be quite acidic, with a pH value as low as
1.69~
Southern California Edison has also been sampling fog on an event
basis since 1980, with a low pH of 2.15, also in the coastal regions.
Meteorological conditions producing abundant low level moisture in these
fogs should be conducive to rapid and abundant sulfur oxidation. Yet chemical analysei show that sulfate to nitrate ratios are much lower in fog than
either rain or aerosol.
Using the ionic data from both rain and fog samples at coastal locations,
nonparametric regressions were performed against pH. Results show that
sulfate accounts for 42 percent of the acidity, with nitrate only 13 percent.
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For fog, sulfate accounts for only 15 percent of the acidity while nitrate
increases to 45 percent. Similarly for aerosols, the earlier empirical data
show that sulfate concentrations decrease rapidly as the inversion lowers
below 300m. Coastal fogs typically occur when the inversion layer is
between 100-300m.
We believe these results point to a specific hypothesis: Photochemical
activity on the day preceding the coastal fog onset produces gaseous nitric
acid and/or particulate nitrate which drifts toward the ocean with the nocturnal land breeze. Oncoming fog merges with the polluted air mass, in
which the nitrate is rap1dly adsorbed into the fog droplet, thus reducing
the droplet pH to less than 3.0. Under such conditions, S02 oxidation is
inhibited. The dissolved S02(g) may either undergo other reactions or
reemerge as S02 when the droplet evaporates.
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Direct Evidence of the Presence of Atm~spheric Particles
Formed by Heterogeneous Processes
Yaacov Mamane
Environmental Engineering, Technion, Haifa 32000, ISRAEL
Observational evidence of heterogeneous reactions in the atmosphere,
especially those of sulfur and nitrogen oxides, is still limited mainly because of the large number of possible chemical reactions. which are suspected
to occur during a lifetime of an observed species. Therefore, the role of
heterogeneous processes cannot be determined until more data are gathered.
Study of individual particles may provi'de some clues and answers regarding the formation of particles by heterogeneous chemical reactions, especially
if the chemical reactions took place on the surfaces of existing atmospheric
insoluble particles, or in water droplets which contained insoluble inclusions. A particle of this type, such as sulfate formed on soot, is called a
mixed particle.
The presence of mixed particles with distinct inhomogeneities in the
atmosphere has been.studied by different groups, mainly through thi-fpplication of electron microscopy techniques to individual particles.
The
simplest technique to study mixed particles is by observing the change in
morphology of particles before or after dialysis in a transmission electron
microscope (TEM).
Another approach involves the exposure of particles to
intense electron microscope beam and observing the decomposition of the particles, again with a TEM. A mixed particles with insoluble nuclei, such as
elemental carbon embedded within a sulfate particle, is easily recognized.
More specific techniques involve the use of micro-sp~t techn{ques for the
2
detection of sulfate and nitrate in individual particles ' , and the application of energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) to obtain the elemental content.
of the insoluble inclusions within a mixed particle. These techniques, either
the simpler or the more specific ones, are the only methods to provide direct
information on the presence of micrometer and submicrometer mixed particles in
the atmosphere. Examples are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for particles collected
over the Ohio Valley as part of the Acid Precipitation Experiment (APEX).
Figure 1 is a photomicrograph of a submicrometer fly ash particle (the
dark circle) within a droplet of probably sulfuric acid (the circular grayish
residue surrounding the particle, with small satellites around it). Figure 2
is the result of applying the micro-spot technique for the detection of sulfate.
In the middle of the photograph two submicrometer fly ash particles
attached to each other are embedded within a sulfate particle. This analysis
provides direct evidence on the presence of fly ash coated with sulfate. With
proper sampling procedures and knowledge of the meteorological conditions
during the lifetime of the aerosol under investigation, the above information
provides verification of heterogeneous processes and their role in the atmosphere.
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Analysis of mixed particles provides clues on particle formation and
provides direct evidence on the existence of heterogeneous processes in the
atmosphere .
Examples of such processes will be shown.
They include the
reaction of fly ash particles with sulfur and nitrogen oxides, the reaction of
sea salt particles with nitrogen oxides, the formation of nitrates and sulfates on the surfaces of mineral particles, and the presence of elemental
carbon within sulfate particles.
The latter is part of a research program in
cooperation with the University of Karlsruhe (Prof. W. Weisweiler) and the
Nuclear Research Center (KFK - Prof. W. Schikarski) .
Figures 3 and 4 are
examples of sulfate formed on elemental carbon particles.
Figure 3 is the
result of laboratory produced elemental carbon particles which undergo chemical reactions with high so2 levels which are in a static reaction chamber.
Figure 4 is a photomicrograph of particles collected in cloud-free air over
the Ohio Valley.
It shows clearly that such possible reactions do happen in
the atmosphere .
It remains to determine whether such heterogeneous reactions
are actually important in the atmosphere.
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LBL-20263a

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR HETEROGENEOUS so 2 OXIDATION
IN LJUBLJANA, YUGOSLAVIA*
M. Bizjak and V. Rudnik
Boris Kidrich Institute of Chemistry
61000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia
and
A.D.A. Hansen and T. Novakov
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Most previous work on sulfate aerosols was devoted either to so 2 conversion during long-range transport or to sulfate formation in urban atmospheres
where, because of the high degree of environmental regulations and controls,
the pollutant concentrations are relatively low. Much less is known about sulfate chemistry in highly polluted source-dominated urban atmospheres, where
scattered, uncontrolled, and usually inefficient small combustion furnaces are
major sources of pollutants. Such atmospheres, because of high concentrations
of both particles and gases, are more likely to provide conditions for heterogeneous reactions and therefore a greater probability for demonstrating their
occurrence and inferring the contributions of local sources to aerosol sulfates.
The research described in this paper deals with certain aspects of heterogeneous formation of aerosol sulfate in Ljubljana, Yugoslavia. This location
is well suited for such a study because of high pollutant concentrations, especially during winter. Space heating, in a large number of dispersed individual
furnaces and a few larger central heating plants, is the principal source of
S02 during the winter. Because relatively low-grade coal is burned in inefficient combustors, large soot concentrations are observed in the winter. During
the relatively cold winters, inversions with characteristic pollution-induced
urban fog occur almost daily. This paper discusses our results from the
1981/82 and 1983/84 sampling periods.
Two kinds of 24-hr ground-level aerosol filter samples were collected.
Total samples, i.e., without size segregation, were collected during the
1981/82 sampling period. Size-segregated 24-hr filter samples corresponding to
cutoffs of < 0.3 )Jm and 2.0 )Jm were collected during the 1983/84 sampling
period. The filter substrate materials used were quartz fiber (Pallflex type
2500 QAO) and cellulose fiber (Millipore type RATF). The quartz filters were
used for combustion analyses for C and S, and the cellulose filters were used
for XRF analyses. Meteorological data consisting of wind speed and direction,
temperature, and relative humidity were collected at the site, as well as 24-hr
average so2 concentrations.
*The portion of this·work done at LBL was supported by the Office of Energy
Research, Office of H~alth and Environmental Research, Physical and _Technologi-·
cal Research Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract no. DEAC03-76SF00098 and by the National Science Foundation under contract no. ATM8315442.
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In the analysis of the data~ we make extensive use of the particulate
sulfur to particulate carbon ratio~ Sp/Cp. Because at this location total particulate carbon is equivalent to primary combustion-generated soot, the s /cp
2
ratio can be used to infer the relationship between secondary sulfates ana
primary source emissions. These ratios are approximately constant during periods with similar meteorological conditions. The highest Sp/Cp ratios, i.e.,
the highest sulfate formation, were observed during periods of high relative
humidity and persistent subzero temperatures. Such conditions are conducive to
formation of liquid water droplets. The existence of an aqueous mechanism is
corroborated by the observed aerosol chloride loss during high sulfate episodes
and by the fact that most aerosol sulfate is confined to a particle size range
between 0.3 and 2 ~m. Soot particles are found in the same size range, indicating the association of aerosol sulfate with combustion products. Under favorable meteorological conditions, up to 20% of the so2 may be oxidized to sulfate
by heterogeneous mechanisms.
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OCCURENCE OF INORGANIC AND ORGANIC ACIDIC COMPONENTS AT FOUR SOURCE-DOMINATED
SITES IN EUROPE (VIENNA, LINZ, LJUBLJANA, BOLOGNA)
H. PUXBAUM, M. WEBER and G. PECH
Institute for Analytical Chemistry, Technical University Vienna, A 1060 Vienna
Getreidemarkt 9/151, Austria
Atmospheric acidic components were collected with a diffusion denuder
system. Theibasic design by S. Slanina et al.1) was extended for the collection
of volatile!organic acids. The arrengement of the diffusion tubes, coatings and
collected species are indicated in the figure. To achieve sampling rates of
10 - 12 1/min annular tubes as proposed
Denuder Sampling Train
by Possanzini et al. 2) were used.
Determinations of the amounts of the
deposited species were performed by
anion-, cation- and ion exclusion chromato0raphy. A detailed description of
the denuder train and analytical proCOAnNGS,
cedures is in preparation.'
Cl Aerosol samples were collected in
NIF
S02
IASI
N03Vienna (Austria) , Linz (Austria) ,
HCOOH
Ljubljana (Yugoslavia) and in the Po
Hz 504
Valley near Bologna (Italy)~ A short
characterization of the sampling sites
is listed in Tab. 1.
A basic difference between Ljubljana
and the other sites is the fact that in
Ljubljana soft coal is the predominant
HCI
source of energy whereas at the other
HN03
sites oil and gas are the main sources.
In the city of Linz a large industrial
area
is situated close to the residentisotiASI
al
quarters.
On the average the plumes
CI~NOjiMeSI
from the industrial areas increase the
upwind concentrations of atmospheric
AIR
SAMPlE
particles by a factor of two3). "Electrolytes" (Chlorides, nitrates, sulphates, amrnoniumsalts) were the predominant sourc.es of the mass increase.
The range of concentrations of the observed species of "acidic compounds" at
the various sites is lisLed in Tab.2.
The basic findings were:
The highest concentrations of nitrates (gaseous and particulate) and of
sulphates were found in Linz. The high level of pollution is originating from
the industrial district of the city, where nitric acid, sulphuric acid,
fertilizers, plastics and many other chemicals are produced.
The concentrations of "acidic compounds" at the sampling sites in Vienna
and in the Po Valley are comparable to concetrations found in the Los Angeles
area as reported by Russell and Cass 4 l. The ratioes of total nitrates versus
total sulphates as well as of "free acids" versus "ammonium salts" were also
comparable to the conditions found in the Los Angeles basin.
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In Ljubljana high concentrations of sulphuric acid and ammonium sulflhate
were observed whereas nitrate levels were relatively lower.
In Vienna and in the Po Valley atmospheric concentrations of "volatile
organic acids" and of "inorganic acids" were on an equivalent basis in a
comparable range. In Ljubljana the concentration. of "sulphuric acid" exceeded
the concentrations of·the "volatile organic acids" by a factor of 3.
Table 1: Sampling sites
Site

characterization
of the.site

Vienna-KE
Kaiserebersdorf

suburban

Vienna-EX
Exelberg

sources in the
site
urban refinery, power
plants

, urban background

SE: city
W: no close sources

Linz-BS

city, industrial

urban, chemical and steel
plants

Ljubljana

city

urban

Po Valley

rural

no close sources

Table 2: Concentration ranges of observed species in
AS •.. ammonium salts, n.a .... not analyzed)

HCl
HNO
H s6
2 4
HCOOH
HAC
Cl-AS
N0 -AS
3
so -As
4

Po Valley
Nov. 84
n=8

Ljubljana
Feb. 85
n=4

Linz-BS
Summer 85
n=13

-

0, 1 - 0, 4.
3,5
0,5
9 - 23
1 , 1 - 4,6
1,2 - 4,5
0,2 - 1, 0
2,0 - 7,9
17
29

0,2
2,4 1, 4 1, 5
n.a.
0, 1 7,5 2,9 -

0, 1
0,5 0,4 0, 1 n.a.
0, 1 0,5 215 -

0,5
10
3,3
1, 7
0,4
12
23

-

-

-

1,6
73
17
3,2
3,7
59
99

~g/m 3

, Vienna-KE
Winter 83/84
n=28
0,1-1,5
1,0-7,5
3,2-18
1,8-10
5,0-25
0,4-2,8
1,9-16
117-13

(HAc ... acetic acid,

Vienna-EX
Aug. 85
n=9
0, 1 0,2
0,8 n.a.
n.a.
0, 1 0,9 01 1 -

-

1, 3
5,2
6,9

0,3
5,5
412
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SOURCE CHARACTERIZATION OF AEROSOLS USING ELEMENTAL TRACERS
L. Husain, E. Canelli, V.A. Dutkiewicz, P.P. Parekh, and J.S. Webber,
Wadsworth Center for Laboratories and Research,· New York State Department of
Health, Albany, NY 12201
Reliable source-receptor models for the S0 2-so:- system have not as yet
been developed due primarily to a lack of understanding of atmospheric transport and transformation processes. Empirical approaches using trace elements
have been used to quantify regional so:- contributions but two basic questions
still require satisfactory answers: J(l) How do so:- and trace-element
aerosols behave during atmospheric transport?, (2) Do elemental ratios provide
unique regional signatures? We have investigated these questions and present
our findings here.
Cone. of so:- and selected trace elements were determined in hi-vol air
samples collected during summers at 4 rural New York State sites in 1981, 4 in
1982, and 2 in 1983. These sites were up to 530 km apart and spread over
-50,000 km 2 • The westernmost site was Mayville, with little industry, a population of -1500 and located -100 km southwest of Buffalo. The easternmost site
was the summit of Whiteface Mountain. Prevailing westerly winds frequently
bring air masses from the industrial Midwest through Mayville and then east
and northeast toward Whiteface Mountain.
Cone. of so:- and trace elements in ambient· air are almost invariably
high after slow-moving air masses from the Midwest pass thru NY State. Ample
evidence exists that the high levels are due primarily to the transported
aerosol 1 , 2 • The high cone. persist over several days and provide excellent
opportunity to study the behavior of so:- and trace-element aerosols during
atmospheric transport. Average cone. of so:-, As and Se at 4 sites during
such an episode on 2-3 August 1981 are shown in Fig. 1. Se and As cone.
decreased exponentially with distance whereas so:- cone. remained essentially
unchanged between Mayville and Whiteface Mountain, a distance of -530 km. This
was most likely due to differences in physical and chemical characteristics.
As and Se are almost exclusively introduced into the atmosphere as particles;
they can only be removed but not formed chemically downwind. so:-. on the
other hand, is formed almost exclusively by the oxidation of S0 2 • Since S0 2
can travel large distances from emission points, so:- aerosols are subject to
removal but can also be replenished. The small change in so:- cone. during
this episode suggested a balancing of removal and so2 transformation.
Several elements followed trends similar to that of A~ and Se (Table 1)
although V, Br, and Pb (not included in Table 1) were notable exceptions. ·The
cone. of Fe*, (asterisk indicates that crustal correction have been made) Mn*,
Sc, Zn and Sb decreased much faster than those for As and Se. The d
values,
112
the distance at which the cone. decreased to one half its Mayville cone., are
listed in Table I. We are not aware of a similar observation and the reason
for a well-defined exponential decrease is not immediately clear.
The high
cone. of so:- and trace elements at Mayville, a rural site, are almost
certainly due to pollutants transported from distant sources. Dispersion probably results in the exponential decrease as air masses move eastward. The
d 112 values for various elements are probably related to their particle sizes.
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If the exponential decrease is observed in more cases, then its effect on
ratios with distance must be included in apportionment. Relative to Se,
effective changes over 1000 km have been calculated for various elements
(Table I). Effective changes vary from very little (As, 1.1) to very large,
-90%, for Mn* and Fe*. The lack of any trends in cone. of V, Br and Pb is
probably rela.ted to their numerous local sources (residual-oil combustion and
vehicular exhaust) across the state.
To fully appreciate regional elemental signatures, one must consider
large number of natural and anthropogenic sources introducing aerosols into
the atmosphere. Cone. of certain type(s) of industrial operations, geologic
features, or fuel type used may risult in aerosols of uniquely identifiable
elemental composition for geographic regions. For example, V emissions in the
Northeast are much higher than in the Midwest so that Mn/V ratios in NY State
can be used to distinguish aerosols from these two regions 3 • Rahn and
Lowenthal 4 , 5 have used a set of seven elements to distinguish and apportion
regional contributions at two sites. The data used by these authors to deduce
regional signatures was rather limited. Furthermore, samples were collected
over 24 h during which atmospheric mixing could have blurred the signatures.
We have used 6-h sample collection over 3 summers to investigate whether
ratios for selected elements are sufficiently unique for regional aerosols so
that they could be used to distinguish and possibly apportion pollution.
6-h samples were analyzed for -25 elements, but discussion here is limited
to 6 elements that are largely produced by anthropogenic sources and that were
used by Rahn and Lowenthal 4 , 5 in their source apportionment. Geometric means
and standard deviations are plotted for ratios of 5 elements to Se in Fig. 2 for
6 geographic regions: Ontario (I), upper midwest (II), lower midwest (III),
western Pennsylvania (IV), upstate New York/New England (V), and metropolitan
New York (W). With the exception of V*/Se and Sb/Se, the geometric standard
deviations of all regions for a given elemental ratio overlap each other. This
contrasts sharply with the result of Rahn and Lowenthal, who reported that
geographic signatures were generally unique. We are confident that our ratios
best reflect actual geographic signatures because these are based on a larger
data set and on 6-h collection periods which minimized blurring of source regions.
Since most of the ratios are not unique, actual source apportionment based on
these probably have little correlation to source/receptor relationships. The one
signature that holds the most promise is V*/Se. But even this is limited to
differentiating East Coast aerosols from aerosols from all other regions.
ratios
ratios
made.
gional
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In conclusion, the data presented here suggest that certain elemental
may change during atmospheric transport and that when using elemental
as regional signatures at distant receptors this correction should be
Furthermore, Mn, Zn, As and Sb (relative to Se) do not yield unique resignatures. Only V appears to be a true indicator for eastern aerosols.
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SULFUR-TO-MASS RATIO DISTRIBUTIONS
OF URBAN AEROSOLS AT VIENNA, AUSTRIA
V. Berner and A. Berner
Institut fUr Experimentalphysik
der Universitat Wien
A-1090 Vienna, Strudlhofg. 4
1. Introduction.
The conversion of so to sulfurous aerosol material is still of high
2
concern as sulfurous part1cles, acidic or neutral, are responsible for part
of the aerosol effects on ecological systems. Homogenous reactions by which
condensable vapours are formed in the gas phase and heterogenous reactions
on the surface or in the volume of aerosol particles are the two groups of
gas-to-particle conversion reactions. Whereas the products of heterogenous
reactions contribute direttly to the mass and the volume of the reactor particles the materials of the homogenous reactions form new particles or condenses on pre-existing ones. Physically, newly formed particles occur in the
"nucleation mode" size range with diameters in the order of 10 nm. The material produced by heterogenous reactions, however, should occur in the "accumulation mode" size range as most surface and' mass size distributions of atmospheric aerosols are dominated by the accumulation mode. Low pressure impactors which classify the particle size range below 0,2 ~m bring the "nucleation
mode" into the reach of analytical chemistry.
2. Aerosol Sampling by AERAS low pressure impactors.
The aerosols have been collected by an AERAS low pressure impactor LPI
25/0,015/2. The instrument has eleven stages with cut off diameters /0,015/
0,03/0,061/0,125/0,25/0,5/1,0/2,0/4,0/8,0/16,0 ~m and a flow rate of 25 1/min
STP.
The operating conditions of low pressure impactors need some discussion.
Whereas the coarse particle stages (above 0, 5 ~m in our impactor) are operating at atmospheric pressure, the fine particle stages are working at reduced
pressures in order to enhance the collection of fine particles. The aerodynamic cutoff diameter, D , of a stage is related to the critical inertia parameter, ID, by
p
ID = (D

2

p

.C

p,g

.u )/(18.n .w ) ,

g

g

g

n

: viscosity of the gas; u
velocity of the gas jet;
g
g
w : width of the gas jet; C
: slip correction factor.
g
p,g
The slip correction factor increases with the KNUDSEN number, which by the
mean free path of the gas molecules is inversely proportional to the pressure
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in the impactor stage. Consequently, when the slip correction factor increases the aerodynamic cut off diamter is shifted to smaller sizes.
In the AERAS low pressure impactors the velocities in the fine particle
stages are higher than 50 m/sec which is a limiting value for incompressible
flow. For such jet velocities the pressure drop at the nozzles is appreciable
and in the order of tenths of the environmental pressure, usually atmospheric.
Therefore, the pressure region for impacting fine particles, a few tenths
of an atmosphere, is reached by a few steps. This mode of gradual pressure
reduction by the nozzles of the impactor stages diminishes the danger of
particle rupture by high shear stresses and shocks in the flow of an expanding
gas jet at overcritical conditions. But other problems remain.
At high jet velocities the flow in the impactor stages becomes compressible, and adiabatic. Consequently the flow through the impactor stage is
accompanied by temperature variations which could change the particle size
by condensation and evaporation of vapours. ~ut residence times in the critical flow sections are thought to be too small for the development of measurable effects. Moreover the gas temperature recovers and· accepts almost environmental values in the crossing between stages.
The effects of evaporation of aerosol material are more seriously taken
into account. Generally the evaporation loss of aerosol material will reduce
the size of the particles, but the density of the particles might increase,
if the residual substances posses a higher specific weight. Therefore, the
aerodynamic diameter might change only slightly and the classification is
still correct. Finally it is not clear if substances which could evaporate
in the impactor would stay on small particles, at atmospheric conditions.
3~

Sampling site and analytical procedures.

The samples were collected at the institute in the northwestern region
of the urban area of Vienna. The distance to the city is about 1,5 km. The
institute is situated near two streets with moderate traffic. A waste incineration plant is situated approximately 1 km to the north. The impactor is
mounted on a balcony in the backyard of the building, 10 m above ground.
For gravimetric analysis the samples were collected on aluminum foils
with 10 11m thickness. These foils are fairly stable in weight and, to the
order of (+/-) 111g, insensitive to changes of relative humidity, temperature
and pressure.
For sulfur analysis the material was collected on membrane filters with
low back ground values for sulfur and chlorine. Pieces of the filters were
layed out on the aluminum foils covering about 1/6 of the collection surface.
The filter samples were irradiated with X-rays from a chromium source,
operated at 10 kV. The scattered radiation was received with an energy dispersive SiLi detector and processed by a multichannel analyzer and a computerized data evaluation system.
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4. Results.
The size distributions of sulfur and mass exhibit predominant modes
in the range around 0, 5 11m. These modes are therefore "accumulation modes".
The modal amplitude varies with weather conditions, during the sampling period
mainly with the direction of the wind. Some extremely high accumulation modes
have been observed when the wind came from northwestern and northern directions. In one case a bimodal sulfur distribution and a corresponding unimodal
mass size distribution has been observed. These structural differences are
correlated to a strong Sahara dust component in the back ground aerosol.
The modal diameter of the sulfur size distributions are somewhat smaller
than the modal diameters of the corresponding mass size distributions. This
feature can be understood by assuming that the particles of the accumulation
mode grow concurrently by collection of smallest sulfurous particles and
by heterogenous reactions.
The sulfur-to-mass ratio distributions exhibit high ratios in the "nucleation mode" size range below 0,1 11m and in the "accumulation mode" size range
around 0,5 11m. A minimum occurs at sizes around 0,1 11m, and in the coarse
particle size range the ratios are comparatively small. The ratio distributions indicate production of sulfuric material by homogenous reactions (formation of new particles with smallest sizes) and by heterogenous reactions on
the particles of the accumulation mode.
The role of carbon in converting sulfur dioxide can not be deduced from
these experiments. However, there are some hints from other experimental
data. Carbon size distributions of traffic aerosols have a mode in the size
range around 0,1 11m where the sulfur-to-mass ratio distributions exhibit
a minimum. This might point to an increase of mass by an inactive aerosol
component whereby the sulfur-to- mass ratio would decrease as observed. An
other set of carbon size distributions, sampled at the institute, exhibit
an accumulation mode· which coincides fairly well with the mode of the mass
size distribution. This observation, combined with the data on sulfur and
mass reported here, could indicate a strong correlation of carbon and sulfur
for the accumulation mode particles.

•
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Size Distribution of Sulfates in the St. Louis Urban
Aerosol: Heterogeneous Formation and Visibility
T.L. Vossler and E.S. Macias
Department of Chemistry, Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo. 63130
The extent to which sulfates produce visibility reduction in
the st. Louis area was examined. The contribution of fine
aerosol sulfates to total light scattering was calculated from
measured sulfur size distributions and Mie theory of light
scattering. The aerosol was collected during both a summer and
a winter season. Short sampling intervals (10 minutes to 3
hours) permitted observation of the variation of the sulfur size
distribution and concentration, and involved only small changes
in meteorology. Size separation was accomplished with an 8
stage low pressure impactor which yielded size fractions in the
range of 4 pm ~ d ~ 0.05 ~m. Elemental sulfur was measured
by flash volatili~ation and flame photometric detection. All
fine sulfur was assumed to be in the form of (NH 4 ) 2so 4 .
Water which might be associated with this deliquescent aerosol
was estimated. Three types of sulfur size distributions were
observed during the summer and were designated types A, B, and
c. The most common types observed during the summer, types A
and B, had a major sulfur mass peak between 0.5 pm and 1.0 pm in
diameter. This particle size scatters light more efficiently
than other particles. The winter sulfur aerosol could not be
divided into different size distribution types. The average
sulfur size distributions for all types of sulfur aerosol
observed are shown in Figure 1. The measured light scattering
coefficient, bscat' and (NH 4 ) 2so 4 were extremely well
correlated (r = 0.97) in the summer as shown in Figure 2, but
not as well correlated (r = 0.63) in the winter. Conversely,
bscat and non-sulfate fine mass were well correlated (r =
0.85) in the winter as shown in Figure 3, but poorly correlated
(r = 0.24) in the summer. The light scattering efficiency of
(NH 4 ) 2 so 4 plus associated water ~alculated from Mie theory
and s1ze distr~butions was 4.2 m jg for the summer aerosol,
but only 2.0 m jg for the dry winter (NH 4 ) 2 so 4 . The
prevalence in the summer of sulfur aerosol mass between 0.5 pm
and 1.0 fm in diameter accounts for the high scattering
efficiency of sulfates in the summer aerosol when compared to
winter sulfate aerosol, which did not have such prominent mass
peaks between 0.5 pm and 1.0 pm in diameter. Calculation of
individual sample scattering efficiencies indicated that during
the summer, the (NH 4 ) 2 so 4 fraction of the total particle
light scattering increased with decreasing visibility, as shown
in Figure 4. The combination of large sulfate particles and
high sulfate loadings led to the dominance of sulfates in
visibility reduction during the summer.
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ULTRA-FINE SULFUR-CONTAINING AEROSOLS IN THE WEST
T.A. Cahill, R.A. Eldred, P.J. Feeney 1 R.G. Flocchini*,
M. Pitchford ** , W. Malm 1t**
Air Quality Group, Crocker Nuclear Laboratory
University of California, Davis, CA 95616

Studies of atmospheric particulate matter in the arid west have shown
patterns of behavior that on occasion differ sharply from those seen in more
humid climates in the east and on the west coast. Extensive studies of California urban aerosols by size and composition\ 1 , 2 ) showed that some types of
aerosols, especially those containing sulfur, varied systematically and seasonally throughout the state with strong and reproducible regional patterns in
the less than 2.5 pm diameter size range. However, lack of size distributions
below 0.5 pm, prevented more detailed studies on the size distributions on regional and seasonal scales.
The extension of such studies into arid regions of the southwestern United States showed an even more striking l9ck of correlation in time between
sulfur particles above and below 0. 5 pm\3). Advances in instrumentation such
as the Low Pressure Impactor allowed detailed measurements as part of the
VISTTA study in Arizona, directly documenting i9 a few measurements the presence of very fine sulfur particles, to 0.06 pm( 4 • Strong bu~ indirect evidence of the effect of very fine sulfur was shown in VISTTA( ) when one 3-day
period of high sulfur mass of small size corresponded to excellent visibility.
Several periods of low visibility, including the day of Los Angeles transport,
had the more usual correlation between sulfur mass and extinction.
In order to obtain statistically significant information on particulate
mattter by size, time, and composition, the DRUM sampler was developed. It is
a marriage between the Lundgren rotating-drum impactor ~nd a Battelle 8 stage
impactor with 2 low pressure stages and a final filter(6>. The unit has been
characterized down to 0.12 pm theoretically and in the laboratory, including
extensive tests of particle bounce. It performed very well in the rjcent Desert Research Institute sampler intercomparisons near Reno, Nevada(7 • Particles below 0.12 pm are captured on a pair of filters, with the second one protecting the first form backflow from the pump. The unit operates with size
cuts of 9.6, 4.8, 2.4, 1.2, 0.62, 0.19, 0.16, and 0.12pm diameter, plus the
filter.
Time resolution gives 6-ll hour samples/day, and the unit operates
without operator assistance for two weeks at a time. \-lith PIXE analyses at
Davis, sensitivity is a few nanograms/m3 in the region of transition metals.

*
. and ~later Resources
**Dept.
of Land, A1r,
***U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Las Vegas, NV
u.s. National Park Service, Ft. Collins, CO
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The first significant field use of 3 DRUM units was in the.RESOLVE studY
of the Mojave desert between May, 1984, and September, 1985. Two units were
placed in passes leading to the desert, and the third was placed at a receptor
site at Edwards AFB. About 450 days of sampling yielded 2,700 4-hour periods,
each with 8 size cuts. Analysis of the 8,100 time periods and the 65,000 samples has just begun. Early results have shown that:
1.

2.

3.

Striking correlations occur in time and composition between sites
well separated geographically, allowing easy differentiation of transport into the desert from San Joaquin Valley versus Los. Angeles
sources.
t1uch of the sulfur, averaging about 40% in the summer, occurs in particles below 0.12 ~m. This is not seen in the winter or in coastal
sites, and it is not due to bounce-off in the impactor since it is
chemically different from higher stages but correlates well with the
0.12 to 0.16 ~m stage. In the DRI study, the ultra fine sulfur averaged 15%.
Strong diurnal patterns were seen in the size distribution of the
sulfur particles, patterns not seen, for example, in soil derived
aerosols (Fig. 1). Here, sulfur size and amount are plotted for four
days in August, 1984. The peak of the sulfur size distribution regularly varied from as small as 0.14 ~m (4 to 8 Pt1) to as high as 0.9
~m (midnight to 8 AM).

Parallel to the RESOLVE study, a DRU~1 unit was used at Grand Canyon National Park in order to establish the size of sulfur particulates at that site
and resolve the strange fine potassium particles seen each June (and onlY in
June) since 1979. This was part of the NPS particulate study at 29 parks and
monuments in support of visibility studies. It generated data similar to the
RESOLVE study, obtaining 40% average for sulfur below 0.12 ~m.
In addition,
it showed:
4.
5.

The potassium was indeed very fine, with mass median diameters below
0. 1 ~ m during June for those particles below 1 ,AJrn.
The trace elements associated with sulfur episodes in the finest
stage with time resolution, 0.16 to 0.12 ~m, resembled those in the
after filter and differed sharply both in time and composition from
those in 0.19 to 0.62 ~ m, the usual peak of the accumulation mode
(Fig. 2).
Far higher amounts of trace elements were present in the
finest modes, and they closely resembled primary copper smelter effluents, including copper, zinc, arsenic, and lead, but no vanadium
or nickel (fuel oil), or bromine (automobiles).

Much more work is needed to characterize these ultra-fine particles in
the west, including better time resolution in the less than 0.12 ~m size
range.
However, all data indicate that they are not just another aspect of
the accumulation mode but represent different types of particles. Thus, accumulation mode sulfur may well represent so to sulfate conversion while the
ultrafine mode reflects primary emissions made2 ever finer during long transport. Such information presents powerful tools for separating transformation
factors from transport factors, while allowing far more detailed visibility
inventories than possible heretofor.

•
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AEROSOL CHARACTERIZATION IN BEIJING, CHINA - 1983/1984*
R.L. Dod, R.D. Giauque, and T. Novakov
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
and
Su Weihan, Zhang Qiupeng, and Song Wenzhi
Institute of Environmental Chemistry
Academia Sinica
Beijing, China
Verification of the contributions of the various mechanisms to the sulfate
burden in the atmosphere of the United States has been complicated by the relatively low concentrations of pollutants and the great variety of fuels and combustion source types present. To study this ·problem in a simpler environment,
we have established a sampling site in Beijing, China, a location that is subject to a large pollutant impact from a limited variety of combustion sources
whose emissions are not so tightly controlled as are those in the United States.
Presented here are results of analyses of our initial set of filter samples,
covering approximately 1 year.
Daily 24-hr filter samples of ambient aerosol particles were collected in
a densely populated part of Beijing, using a sampler designed for the simultaneous collection of two low-volume samples on 47-mm diameter filters. One filter was Pallflex 2500 QAO quartz fiber that had been fired at 800°C for 4 hr to
remove the organic binder; the other filter was Millipore RAWP cellulose ester.
The sampling program was arranged to cover approximately three seasons - spring,
summer, and winter. The spring samples were collected from March through the
beginning of May, 1983. Summer samples were gathered during July 1983; and the
winter samples, from the end of October 1983 through February 1984.
Total carbon and particulate sulfur were determined for every sample pair
collected. The chemical form of the sulfur determined by x-ray fluorescence
(XRF) analysis was established by ion chromatography (IC). The only significant sulfur species seen with IC under our operating conditions was sulfate,
which accounted for all the sulfur seen by XRF.
Samples from March, July, and December 1983 were selected for a complete
x-ray fluorescence analysis for all trace elements. Most samples from these
three months were also analyzed by thermal evolved gas analysis (EGA)l,2 to
determine their primary carbon or soot content. Results from these analyses,
together with rudimentary meteorological information and S02 concentrations,
constitute the complete data base. An evaluation of this data base has enabled
us to draw descriptive conclusions about the so 2 to so4= conversion processes
*The portion of this work done at LBL was supported by the Director, Office of
Energy Research,_ Office of Health and Environmental Research, Physical and
Technologi~al Research Division of the U.S. Department of Energy under contract
no. DE-AC03-76SF00098 and by the.National Science Foundation under contract no.
ATM 83-15442.
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operating during the three sampling seasons.
The total particulate carbon concentrations are relatively low and approximately constant during spring and summer. The average concentrations during
this period are approximately 30 llgfm3. Starting in October, however, much
larger carbon concentrations are seen. The maximum carbon concentration
reached about 400 11g/m3 in the beginning of December. During the entire winter, carbon concentrations greater than 100 11g/m3 were frequently measured.
Particulate sulfur (sulfate) concentrations, like the carbon concentrations, are relatively constant during April, May, and July. However, during
cold periods, large sulfate concentration peaks are observed on many days. The
maximum 24-hr average concentrations are about 18 11g/m3 of sulfur (or 54 11g/m3
of sulfate). ·
The single most distinctive feature of all the EGA thermograms is the
black carbon, composing typically 40-50% of the total carbon. Based on this
evidence, we conclude that most of the particulate carbon is primary, i.e.,
soot, and therefore that the total carbon concentrations approximate the soot
concentrations.
Soot, a primary combustion-generated pollutant, can be used as a conservative tracer for the products of incomplete combustion; and therefore the ratio
of particulate sulfur (or sulfate) can be used to study the relationship
between sulfates and source emissions. When the daily ratios of sulfate to
carbon are computed, different patterns occur. During July, large scatter is
seen, while in the winter S/C ratios are nearly constant but lower than in the
summer. The summer aerosol (and to a lesser degree the spring aerosol) is
therefore enriched in sulfate with respect to the soot tracer. The winter
aerosol, however, seems to be directly related to the emissions from, most
likely, iocal sources.
Tentative conclusions about the sources of particulate matter can be
reached from examination of the ratios of carbon and sulfur to tracer transition metals. C/Se ratios are essentially the same for all three seasons, suggesting that the principal source of particulate carbon is coal combustion.
We conclude that aerosol pollution in Beijing is predominantly the result of
coal combustion and that sulfur conversion chemistry appears to be different at
different seasons.
We have observed that sulfate behavior in summer is different from that in
winter. The summertime sulfate formation mechanism is also more efficient, as
evidenced by higher particulate to gaseous sulfur ratios. These differences
could be interpreted as a result of a photochemical SOz oxidation mechanism
that predominates during the summer, possibly occurring during long-range
transport, while a less efficient mechanism predominates during the winter. An
examination of supplementary meteorological information indicates that there
may be a substantial increase in the S/C ratio during the sUmmer when relative
humidity exceeds 60%, suggesting that a heterogeneous aqueous process is involved in the oxidation of SOz during the summer. Similar behavior has been
observed in some United States data by McMurry and Wilson.3 In Beijing during
1983/84, the relative humidities were markedly higher during summer than in
winter or spring. Because high S/C ratios were also observed during summer, we
conclude that the summertime SOz conversion mechanism involves liquid water
droplets as the medium in which the oxidation reaction takes place.
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Chemistry and Corrosiveness of

De\~

Wi 11 i am E. Wilson
US Environmental Protection Agency
and
.
E.O. Edney and D.C. Stiles
Northrop Services, Inc.
Increased attention has been given recently to the impact of the
deposition of acidic species on the degradation of commercially important
materials such as metals and paints. Although it has been appreciated for
some time that air pollutants, especially S02, can accelerate atmospheric
corrosion and erosion processes, it has only been in the past few years
that an aggressive effort has been made to develop damage functions that
can be employed to predict the extent of corrosion or erosion for a given
set of environmental conditions. To date all of the damage funtions have
been generated by conducting regression analyses on corrosion data obtained
from field studies. These types of analyses have shed some light on which
environmental factors play major roles in accelerating the degradation process above that expected due to natural weathering. In particular, it has
been established that the ambient S02 concentration and the time the exposed surfaces are wet play important roles in the corrosion rate of metals.
However these damage functions are phenomenological models and their
application to environmental conditions other than those from which they
were derived may produce erroneous results. In order to evaluate the economic impact of various control strategies, reliable damage functions must
be developed to predict the impact of a reduction in ambient S02 concentration or the pH of the rain on the degradation process.
As a first step in the <;levelopment of such models we have conducted a
series of laboratory experiments to clarify the role of a number of air
pollutants in the atmospheric corrosion of galvanized steel, a commercially
important metal alloy used extensively throughout the United States. In
particular, we focus on the corrosion of galvanized steel in the presence
of dew. Experiments were conducted where galvanized steel was exposed to
air matrices that contained the following mixtures: (1) S02, (2) N02, (3)
irradiated C3H6/NOx, and (4) irradiated C3H6/NOx/S02. During the shortterm exposures dew was produced periodically on the test panels, collected
and analyzed for its chemical contents. The focus of this \\Ork was on the
composition of the soluble corrosion products.
Figure 1 illustrates the exposure system which consists of two exposure
chambers in parallel coupled to an 11.3-m3 aluminum smog chamber that is
operated as a continuous stirred tank reactor and serves as a resevoir for
the exposure chambers. Steam is injected into the chamber by the dew point
control system that is programmed to maintain a constant value for the dew
point. The exposure chambers are constructed of clean Teflon glued to a
13-cm x 13-cm x 152-cm aluminum frame. Each chamber has seven positions for
monitoring test panels and each position has a chiler back plate with supplied coolant so that the panel can be chilled below the air dew point to
produce dew in sufficient quantity to drop into the collection through below
each panel. Blowers are mounted on the exposure chambers to maintain turbulent conditions and the blower settings were adjusted to produce wind
speeds of 300 em/sec. Additional information concerning the operation of the
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exposure system and its associated gas monitors are presented elsewhere (1,2).

•

The experimental protocol consisted of first bringing the contents of
the mixture to steady state. The galvanized steel panels were cleaned
according to ASTt~ procedures and placed into the exposure chambers. The
control system was programmed to generate a series of dew/dry samples.
Each dew/dry cycle consisted of 7 h of dew formation followed by 5 h with
the panel temperatures above the air dew point. At the end of the experiments the collected dew was analyzed for Zn by atomic absorption spectroscopy, HCHO by thromotropic acid, and its anionic contents by ion chromatography.
The amount of compound that deposits into the dew and its deposition
velocity were calculated by using the difference in the gas phase concentrations during the dry and dew periods or by employing the concentration
of the compound in the dew and the volume of dew. Deposition to a dry
panel can occur, but, for the majority of the compounds studied most of
the deposition took place in the presence of dew.
Short-term S02 experiments were conducted at S02 concentrations of
3,7,30,45,95,240 and 650 ppb. S02 deposition was greatly enhanced in the
presence of dew. The average deposition velocity during periods of wetness was 0.9 em/sec. Analysis of dry panels suggested that, in the absence of dew, saturation occurs and the saturation density is consistent
with the prese~ce of a monolayer of absorbed S02. Regression analysis of
the Zn and so 4- dew molar concentrations for all exposure experiments
yielded a 1:1 relationship between the t'nO species. However, examination
of the chemical composition of the dew for the 3 and 7 ppb S02 experiments
showed the presence of excess Zn (50-100wM). The excess Zn concentration
is similar in magnitude to the solubility of ZnC03 (79.4uM at T=15°C).
ZnC03 is a corrosion product that is formed on galvanized steel under
clean air conditions.
Experimental results from the 500 ppb N02 exposure showed that even
in the presence of dew N02 was not readily deposited (vd = 0.05 em/sec) and
suggest that the deposition is controlled by the effective surface resistance
rather than the gas phase resistance. The dominant Nox- species formed in
the dew was No 2-, however, it was not possible to determine its impact on
the corrosion of dew because the extent of corrosion that might have been
associated with deposited NOx was similar in magnitude to the solubility
of ZnC03 discussed above.
Galvanized steel panels were exposed to an irradiated C3H5/NOx mixture
(residence time= 2 h). No 2-, No 3-, HCHO and Zn were detected in the dew.
The source of dew No 3- was most l1kely the deposition of HN0 3 whereas the
small amounts of N0 2 found arose from the deposition of HONO or PAN. The
estimated dry depos1tion
velocity for HCHO in the presence of dew based on
the decrease in the gas phase decrease was 0.9 em/sec. The deposition
velocity based on the dew HCHO concentration obtained using the chromotropic
acid method was 0.3 em/sec. These results suggest that some of the deposited
HCHO was converted to CHao- and that the major chemical constituent in the
dew was Zn(CH00)2. These findings are in agreement with those. of KnotKova
who found that aqueous HCHO was converted to CHao- in the presence or galvanized steel and, in addition, accelerated the corrosion process. 31
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N02-, N03-, HCHO, S03=, S04= and Zn were found in dew samples
collected dur1ng the C3H6!NOx/S02 irradiation (residence t!me = 2 h) experiment. The dominant sulfur compound in the dew was so 3- whose concentration was approximately equal to the agueous HCHO concentration which
suggests that the_HCHOHso 3- adduct was formed in the dew.- The relative
Zn, HCHO, and so 3- dew concentrations found suggests that Zn reacts with
the HCHOHso 3- adajuct rather than with the dissolved so 2 or HCHO. In this
experiment good agreement was found between the HCHO deposition velocity
obtained using the change in the gas phase concentrations and that found
by dew analysis.
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THE H so - HN0 - NH SYSTEM AT HIGH HUMIDITIES AND IN FOGS
2 4
3
3
Daniel J. Jacob, Jed M. Waldman, and Michael R. Hoffmann
Environmental Engineering Science
W. M. Keck Engineering Laboratories
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
A systematic characterization of the atmospheric H so - HN0 - NH
2 4
3
3
system was conducted in the fogwater, the aerosol, and the gas phase at a
network of sites in the San Joaquin Valley of California.

Spatial

patterns of concentrations were established that reflect the distribution
of

so 2 ,

NOx' and NH

3

emissions within the valley.

The concept of

atmospheric alkalinity was introduced to interpret these concentrations in
terms of the buffering capacity of the atmosphere with respect to inputs
of strong acids.
were identified.

Regions of predominantly acidic and alkaline fogwater
Fogwater was found to be alkaline in most of the valley,

but small changes in emission budgets could lead to widespread acid fog.
An extended stagnation episode was studied in detail:

progressive

accumulation of H so - HN0 - NH species was documented over the course
3
3
2 4
of the episode, and interpreted in terms of production and removal
mechanisms.
stagnant

Secondary production of strong acids H so and HN0 under
2 4
3

conditions

resulted

in

a

alkalinity at sites furthest from NH

3

complete

titration

of

available

sources.

A steady

so 2

conversion

rate of 0.4 - 1.1% h- 1 was estimated in the stagnant mixed layer of haze
aerosol under overcast conditions, and was attributed to non-photochemical
heterogeneous processes.

Removal of so

to non-foggy conditions.

Conversion of NOx to HN0

2

was enhanced in fog as compared
3

slowed down during the

stagnation episode because of reduced photochemical activity; fog did not
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appear

to

enhance

conversion

of

NO·.
X

Decreases

in

total

concentrations were observed upon acidification of the atmosphere, and
were attributed to displacement of N0
by rapid deposition of HN0 (g).
3
general decreases of aerosol

3

by H so in the aerosol followed
2 4

The occurrence of fog was associated with
concentrations due to enhanced removal by

deposition.
Concentrations of HN0 (g) and NH (g) determined in the field were
3
3
compared to predictions from aerosol equilibrium models.

The products of

HN0 (g) and NH (g) concentrations measured under cool and humid non-foggy
3
3
conditions

agreed

in magnitude

with predictions

from a

comprehensive

thermodynamic model for the atmospheric H so - HN0 - NH - H o system.
2 4
3
3
2
Observed concentrations of NH (g) in fogs were generally consistent with
3
those predicted at equilibrium with fogwater, but important discrepancies
were noted in some cases.

These discrepancies may be due to fluctuations

in fogwater composition over the course of sample collection, or t·o the
sampling of non-foggy pockets of air present within the fog.

Detectable

concentrations of HN0 (g) (up to 23 neq m-3 ) were often found in fogs with
3
pH

<

5, and were attributed to the sampling of non-foggy air or to the

slow rate of HN0 3 (g) diffusion to fog droplets.
in fogs with pH

>

Concentrations of HN0 (g)
3
-3
5 were below the detection limit of 4 - 8 neq m

Deposition rates to surrogate surfaces of major species were found to
be 5 to 20 times greater during fogs than during non-foggy periods.

The

proportions of deposited solute were strongly correlated to the fogwater
composition.

Solute deposition during fog appeared to be dominated by

droplet sedimentation.

Sulfate deposition rates (Vd) during fog were 0.5

to 2 em s- 1 with a median value about 1 em s- 1 • whereas nitrate rates were
50% below those for sulfate.

The fraction of sulfate scavenged by fog
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rose with increasing LWC, while nitrate scavenging was low in non-acidic
fogs.

When pH

< 5,

the fraction of fogwater nitrate increased.

This may

be due to the depletion of gaseous ammonia in an atmosphere of higher net
acidity.

In the absence of detectable NH (g), newly-formed N(V) appeared
3

to be preferentially incorporated into a coarser aerosol fraction, that
was more readily scavenged by fog.
A comparison was made between the mass deposited and the volumetric
pollutant loading.

In the case of S(VI) and N( -III) species, 2-3 times

the pollutant overburden was deposited during prolonged fogs.

In spite of

this pronounced removal by deposition, a net depletion of either species
was not observed.
concentrations;

In order to maintain a steady-state aerosol sulfate

S(IV)

oxidation

first-order constant for so

2

to be in the range of 2-7% hr

had

to

to

balance

approximately 1 ppb h-1.

rapidly.

'A

pseudo

oxidation during fog at 10°C was calculated
-1

•

The actual rate may be somewhat higher,

based on the assumptions of analysis.
emissions

proceed

solute

removal

in

In similar fashion, ammonia
fog

were

calculated

to

be
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HETEROGENEOUS PROCESSES IN FOG
Sandra Fuzzi, Giordano Orsi and Giorgio Nardini
Istituto FISBAT - C.N.R.
Via De'Castagnoli 1, 40126 Bologna, Italy
INTRODUCTION
Several authors have shown that fog water can be highly concentrated in
H+,
NO), so4 ions in polluted atmospheres. Different mechanisms are responsible for the fog water chemical composition:
a) nucleation scavenging: fog droplets grow by water vapor condensation on preexisting aerosol particles (nuclei);
b) scavenging of gas and particles during fog evolution: several physical mechanisms act during fog evolution, causing the incorporation of gas and particles which modify the droplet chemical composition;
c) chemical reactions in the dispersed liquid phase: so 2 and NOx can be oxidi~
zed in solution to HzS04 and HN0 3 respectively;
d) fog microphysical evolution: fog water chemical composition is also a function of the temporal variations of the droplet size distribution.
The evaluation of the relative importance of these mechanisms in determining the chemical composition of fog water is the main goal of the field study
presented herein.

NH4,

FOG FIELD PROJECT +N THE PO VALLEY
The Po Valley (Fig. 1) is a wide flat area in northern Italy (approx.
85,000 Km2), closed on three sides by high mountain ranges: the shaded area 1.n
the figure refers
than 500 m.

4

7'

70'

Sea

4
Fig. 1

•
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A high fog occurrence is recorded in this area during the fall-winter season
(October-March), up to 30% of the time. This qigh fog frequency is mainly due
to the orography of the valley, which favours, in high pressure conditions,
the establishing of strong temperature inversions near the ground, so that water vapor saturation is reached (radiation fog formation).
Since radiation fog forms under conditions of high atmospheric stability,
with minimal air mass exchange, we believethat it is an ideal natural laboratory for the evaluation of heterogeneous physical and chemical processes in the
atmospheric dispersed liquid phase.
This project is jointly carried ou~ by several Institutions (see acknowledgements section) from different countries and it is still in progress. The
first extended field operation was carried out in November 1984, a second m~
nor campaign was performed in February 1985. The measurements carried out by
the.participating groups are schematically summarized in Fig, 2.

·PRE- FOG

FOG PERIOD

AFTER FOG

Aerosol sampling
and chemical analysis
Aerosol sampling
and chemical analysis

1

'

so 2 , NOx, 0 3
measurement

Aerosol sampling
and chemical analysis

Fog droplet sampling
and chemical analysis

so 2 , NOx, o 3
measurement

I

so 2 , NOx, o 3
measurement

I

LWC and droplet size
distribution determination
I'

fog droplet deposition
time
Fig. 2

The FISBAT field station of S. Pietro Capofiume (SPC, see Fig. 1), where the
experiment is carried out is also equipped for micrometeorological data acquisition and vertical soundings.
FIRST EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCES
Highly concentrated fog water solutions were observed. H+ , NH +
4 ~ N0 3 and
S04 ions are the main constituents of fog water: they account together for about
90% of the total ionic strength. Measured pH was in the range 2.44 - 6.46. The
equivalent ratio H+ + NH4/NO) + S04 was always close to one, which indicates
that the acidity of the samples is mainly due to the fraction of HN0 3 and H2so4
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not neutralized by NH3.
The so4 content of fog water could always be accounted for by the aerosol
composition in pre-fog conditions. This evidence qualitatively supports the importance of nucleation scavenging in determinin~ fog water chemical composition.
The mean equivalent NO)/S04 ratio was 1.06 in fog water samples, as compared to
0.22 in the particulate phase. This is an indication of possible gaseous HN03
scavenging by the fog droplets. In fact, concentrations of gas-phase HN0 3 in
the range 0.2 - 2.5 ~g m-3 were measured.
Some interesting gas-phase H202 measurements were performed during the February campaign by means of the NCAR instrument. Concentrations in the ppb range were measured and a diurnal trend was observed, which showed a rapid decrease as water vapor saturation was approaching. Since no H202 was ever found in
the liquid samples, we infer that a rapid scavenging occurs in the·early stage
of fog formation followed by a rapid reaction of H202 with S(IV) available in
solution.
The variations of fog water chemical composition during most of the observed fog events could be accounted for by the trend of the liquid water content
(LWC), the macroscopical parameter in which the droplet size distribution is
reflected.
Measurements of fog water deposition rate and consequent wet chemical deposition indicate that fog is an efficient removal agent for atmospheric pollutants from the atmosphere to the ground.
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CHEMICAL DEPOSITION FROM RADIATION FOG*
Eugene McLaren
Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of New York at Albany
Albany, New York 12222
and
Sandra Fuzzi
Laboratorio Fisbat
C.N.R., Via de' Castagnoli 1
40126 Bologna, Italy
Wet deposition seems to be the most important removal process for strong
acids from the atmosphere. 1 Most of the free protons forming such acidity is
associated with sulfate, nitrate and chloride ions. Detailed knowledge of the
physical and chemical steps leading from the gaseous and particulate precursors
to the deposition of the acids and their salts in aqueous droplets is a necessary part of any predictive model useful for understanding and controlling
accumulation and/or concentrations deposited within specific regions. Radiation fog provides a particularly favorable situation for the study of these
processes. Because of the relatively stable and calm fog conditions, it can be
treated as a quasi-closed system, enabling the powerful tool of mass balance to
be applied to the full cycle of transformation of condensation-evaporation with
associated gas/aerosol entrapment, deposition and release back to the atmosphere in possibly different forms. Information derived from these studies can
then be helpful for understanding more complex meteorological situations such
as cloud deposition into mountain forests.
Data from two radiation fog events, one at Albany, NY? and one in the Po
Valley, Italy 3 , show the magnitude and importance of chemical deposition from
radiation fog. Water deposition rates of over 60 g m- 2 hr- 1 were observed, and
associated chemical depositions in ~eq m- 2 hr- 1 , of up to 14 for sulfate, 8 for
nitrate, 4 for chloride, and 2 for protons.
The pattern of concentration changes for the various ions in fog water
during the course of the fog was similar for both sites. The pattern is
illustrated in the figure.
The changes seen in ionic concentrations might be interpreted as resulting
from incorporation of aerosol and/or gaseous materials during the early phase
of fog formation, followed by losses due to deposition, and later incorporation
of additional material, possibly with chemical transformation of soluble gases
to ionic substances.
A major problem in completing the mass balance treatment is lack of good
knowledge of the cycle of the major component, water itself, during the course
of fog development, deposition and evaporation. At an average rate of deposition of 3S g m- 2 hr- 1 , condensable water is being stripped from a column of
*Sponsored in part by the National Science Foundation under Grant Number
ATM8212203
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perhaps 10 meters height each hour, requiring additional water input from above
to maintain the deposition observed over the course of the fog event. Further
work must include microphysical measurements to enable total as well as net
deposition rates to be determined so as to find net chemical loss from the atmosphere to the surface.
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IN-CLOUD OXIDATION OF S02 AS DEDUCED FROM
TRACE ELEMENTS IN AEROSOL AND PRECIPITATION
Roy Heaton and Kenneth A. Rahn
Center for Atmospheric Chemistry Studies
Graduate School of Oceanography
University of Rhode Island
Narragansett, R.I. 02882-1197
During the past year, we have developed and begun to apply a sampling and
analytical technique for precipitation which can measure nearly as many elements (30-40) as in the parent aerosol. Rain is collected in a polyethylene
bag mounted directly under a simple polyethylene funnel. Typically, up to 500
ml are accumulated; sampling begins only after the rain has started. Snow is
scooped into the same kind of bag during or shortly after the event; up to 500
ml are accumulated by repeated sampling and melting in the laboratory.
The. bags are sealed, frozen overnight, then opened and freeze-dried until
all the ice has disappeared. The bag and its contents are than analyzed by
instrumental neutron activation at the Rhode Island Nuclear Science Center.
Sulfate.is determined from a small aliquot of the precipitation removed before
it is frozen. For comparison, aerosol samples taken before, during, and after
the event are analyzed similarly.
·
The principal goal of this research is to develop procedures for applying
the University of Rhode Island's regional elemental tracer system, originally
developed for aerosols, to precipitation as well. A major secondary goal is
to use the pattern of trace elements in precipitation to determine the fraction of the sulfate which has been produced by in-cloud oxidation of so 2 , as
opposed to direct scavenging of sulfate from aerosol.
We have found it informative to display our elemental data from precipitation and aerosol as plots of washout ratio vs. particle size, a sample of
which is given in the accompanying figure. We use mass-weighted washout
ratios, or the concentration of an element in precipitation divided by its
concentration in the associated air mass, normalized to mass of water and air,
respectively. As a measure of particle size, we use the fraction of the element's mass which is supermicron in the aerosol, based on particle-size data
determined in Narragansett during May-June 1984. The scatter diagram of
washout ratio vs. particle size, or "washout-ratio plot", can be used to see
whether a systematic relationship exists which could ultimately supply correction factors for transferring elemental signatures from aerosol to precipitation.
The washout-ratio plots show clearly that coarse-particle elements are
nearly al~ays scavenged more efficiently than fine~particle elements, by factors of up to 10. Occasionally, however, little or no fractionation between
coarse and fine elements is seen. In actuality, the elements and their
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washout ratios tend to fall into two large clusters, with apparently random
scatter within each cluster from event to event.
Sulfate, however, is nearly always enriched in precipitation relative to
other fine-particle elements by factors of 2-10. On washout-ratio plots,
sulfate falls above the basic line by this factor. The appended figure is a
particularly clear-cut example of this, where sulfate was enriched by a factor
of six.
The following table shows all our data on sulfate enrichment to date. For
eight events at Narragansett, sulfate was enriched in seven. The only case
where no enrichment could be detected was with unusually strong marine
influence and brisk winds from the northeast. The average enrichment was a
factor of 5~3. Very roughly, therefore, 50-90% of Narragansett's deposited
sulfate during the first half of 1985 appeared to come from in-cloud oxidation
of so 2 , with a most likely average of 80%.
Another interesting feature of the data is an apparent seasonal trend in
sulfate enrichment in precipitation. With the exception of 11 March, enrichments in February-March were three times lower than in May-June. Sulfate in
aerosol shows a very similar seasonal variation relative to other fineparticle elements. Perhaps the same oxidants are involved in both cases.
Sulfate in precipitation at Narragansett, Rhode Island, 1985
Date

Conditions

5-6 Feb. Major snowstorm
12-13
Rainstorm fr.
NE. Strong
Feb.
wind, marine
influence
4 Mar.
Ice storm,
arrival of
warm front
11 Mar. Major, long
rain event
2-3 May Intermittent
rain and
drizzle
3 May
Heavy rain
28 May
Steady, moderate rain
Steady, mod5 June
erate rain

Nonmar. sulf.
IJg 1- 1
0.51

Mar. sulf ./ Washout ratio, Apparent
tot. sulf. nonmar. sulf. sulfate enr.
0.07

150

3

<0.3

1

<150

1

4.2

0.16

2900

2

2.0

0.01-0.02

700

11

3.4

0.06

3000

5

1 .3
4.7

0.56
0.02

1030
1500

5
6

2. 1

0.02

1250

8
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RELATIVE TIMES FOR SULFATE ACCUMULATION IN FOG

A. W. Stelson
Earth &Atmospheric Sciences Program
Dolphus E. Milligan Science Research Institute
Atlanta University Center, Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia 30310
and

C. S. Kiang
School of Geophysical Sciences
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332
and

S. Fuzzi
Institute FISBAT - C.N.R.
Via De' Castagnoli 1 - 40126
Bologna, Italy
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A cooperative study amongst various American and·European research
facilities is ongoing to appraise the enrichment of pollutants in fog water.
A field station is located at San Pietro Capofiume in the Po Valley, Italy.
This location is ideal because radiation fog is a frequent phenomena from
October to March. The field station is equipped with routine micrometeorological instrumentation in addition to a network of instruments for fog
microphysics investigations. Even though we are well instrumented, we needed
theoret i ca 1 assessment to appraise pollutant enrichment mechanisms in fog
water.
This paper is an initial evaluation of the various pathways leading to
pollutant enrichment and aci di ficati on of fog water by sulfate. After extensive literature research and analysis of the chemistry and physics of the
atmospheric fog environment, we conclude that eleven common mechanisms exists
for the accumulation of sulfate in fog water. These mechanisms are diffusion
of sulfur dioxide to a droplet followed by rapid oxidation, surface reaction
of sulfur dioxide on'the surface of a droplet, droplet growth by water condensation on pre-existing aerosol, scavenging by aerosol diffusion to the
droplet, scavenging by aerosol coagulation with the droplet, iron catalyzed
oxidation of sulfite, manganese catalyzed oxidation of sulfite, carbon catalyzed oxidation of sulfite, ozone oxidation of sulfite, hydrogen peroxide
oxidation of sulfite and oxygen oxidation of sulfite. Aqueous free radical
mechanisms were not evaluated because many of the reaction rates are speculative and need to be verified by field and laboratory experimental investigations. The maximum pollutant concentrations for the San Pietro Capofiume site
were evaluated and substituted into the mechanistic specific expressions for
the amount of time to accumulate 100 JJM sulfate in fog water. The calculated
accumulation times are summarized in the accompanying figure as a function of
fog droplet diameter.
The surface reaction and gaseous diffusion followed by rapid oxidation
mechanisms are included because they are the theoretical limits for the
fastest conversion of sulfur dioxide to sulfate. Of the nine realistic
mechanisms for sulfate enrichment in fog water, it appears water condensation on pre-existing aerosol plays a primary role. The fastest chemical
mechanism for the estimated maximum pollutant concentrations at the field
station is hydrogen peroxide oxidation of sulfite·to sulfate. Scavenging
of sulfate aerosol by diffusion to or coagulation with fog droplets is slow
enough in order for significant amounts of aerosol sulfate to be present in
fogs. A question that needs to be addressed by further research is why does
not all the aerosol sulfate activate and grow to fog droplets when the air
supersaturates with water vapor under fog conditions.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF WET SCAVENGING STUDIES
IN URBAN-SOURCE-DOMINATED REGIONS ·

R. L. Tanner, A. A. N. Patrinos, and P. H. Daum
Department of Applied Science
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973

•

The elucidation of the relationship between emission sources of sulfur
and nitrogen oxides into the boundary-layer troposphere, and the subsequent
wet and dry deposition of their oxidation products, sulfate and nitrate, at
the earth's surface, remains an exceedingly difficult task.l In particular,
the determination of which emission sources are affecting sulfate and nitrate
deposition at which receptor sites cannot be obtained from historical or
presently planned experiments.2 An indication of the range of impact of
emission sources on wet deposition has been obtained from a few previous
studies3-5, but definitive results are lacking due to limited scope,
inadequate network density, and surface-only measurement orientation of these
studies.
A series of ground-based studies has been conducted by one of the
authors (AANP) in the Philadelphia, PA area6-8 at which location emission
sources of sulfur and nitrogen oxides are fairly well known and concentrated
geographically in a NE-SW line within about 20 km of the Delaware river.
Cyclonic systems with relatively uniform rainfall and SE surface wind fields
were sampled at -40 sites between 20 km and 60 km from the river, using bulk
collectors in the preliminary 1983 experiments, and a combination of automatic HASL wetfall collectors and bulk collectors in the 1984 studies. The
sites were divided between NJ locations and PA locations (upwind "control"
and downwind "target" regions, respectively).
The results from the preliminary storms sampled in 19836,7 differed:
Storm A, occuring on a weekday in daylight hours, displayed a significant
downwind increase in nitrate (200%) and sulfate (30%) deposition; Storm B,
occuring on a Sunday mainly during early morning darkness hours, displayed a
downwind increase in deposition only for dissolved S(IV). These mesoscale
deposition effects were confirmed by the results of the four "best" storms
sampled in 19848, as defined by (a) a clear start and end of precipitation,
(b) reasonably uniform (spatially) precipitation of sufficient amount, and
(c) satisfactory QA performance. Preliminary conclusions were strengthened
especially with regard to the effect of fresh emissions on deposition of
nitrate: uniform synoptic transport from SE to NW during a storm leads to
increases in target deposition of up to 200% excess nitrate compared to the
control region. The excess deposition of sulfate in the target region was
more modest, averaging -30% except for one storm.
The relative roles of gas-phase transformation of NOx to nitric acid and
so2 to sulfate aerosol vis-a-vis in-cloud oxidation of so2 (by reaction with,
~.g., H202) in providing additional sulfate for "target" deposition cannot be
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deduced from ground measurements alone, albeit nighttime/daytime differences
in excess deposition patterns are suggestive in this regard.
As a result of continued interest in the range of impact of concentrated
emission sources on regional deposition, additional field experiments were
conducted jointly within the EPA-sponsored Hesoscale program and the DOE
PRECP (PRocessing of Emissions by Clouds and Precipitation) program in the
spring of 1985. The Philadelphia network was extended to the NW and sequential samplers were installed in parallel with event (bulk or automatic)
samplers at some locations. Airborne measurements were incorporated using
the BNL Queen air and PNL DC-3 aircraft making upwind and downwind traverses
over target and control regions at various altitudes. Measurements were made
of aqueous hydrogen peroxide by a modified POHPAH fluorescence method9 in
cloud and rainwater collected aloft, in event samples collected in the
network, and in samples from five sequential samplers prespiked with POHPAJI
reagent. In addition, supplemental ground measurements were made at a Bucks
Co, PA site, and supplemental rawindsondes obtained at Drexel University,
Philadelphia.
Although rainfall in the NE USA was extremely sparse in April, 1985, one
storm on 2-3 May did produce significant rainfall and exibited sufficiently
well-defined flow to calculate "target" and "control" depositions for the
2nd, non-convective portion of the storm. Airborne measurements were conducted during one 3-hr portion of the storm using the BNL Queen Air only, at
0.9 km and 1.5 km above target and control regions. The locations of the
ground stations together with the aircraft ground tracks are shown in
Figure 1.
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In contrast to previously sampled storms, preliminary data suggest that
target deposition of sulfate in this nighttime non-convective storm, although
variable, averaged ~50% greater than control deposition, and that excess
sulfate deposition exceeded nitrate deposition. Surface precipitation in the
control region frequently contained )lOpM of H202 whereas most target region
samples contained (lpM H202. This can be integrated with the airborne data
which showed a relatively uniform concentration of H202 of ~lOpM at 0.9 km
and 1.5 km in rain and mixed cloud/rain samples on the control side airborne
legs, but only 2-SpM in clouds and rain on the target side legs. Although
preliminary, these results suggest that aqueous-phase oxidation of dissolved
S02 in cloudwater or falling raindrops may have caused a significant portion
of the observed excess deposition of sulfate in the target region.
Although significant logistical difficulties and meteorological complications were observed in the April 1985 Mesoscale-PRECP experiments, the data
suggest no serious flaw in the experimental design. Hence, further studies
to bound the range of impact of source regions on mesoscale precipitation
composition, and to identify the relative role of gas-phase, cloud-phase and
below-cloud scavenging processes in producing target-control deposition
differences are desireable, based on the above-described field experimental
plan in combination with related mesoscale modelling exerciseslO.
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MEASUREMENT OF H 2 0

2

WITHOUT OZONE INTERFERENCE

Peter J. Groblicki and Carolina C. Ang
Environmental Science Department
General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Ml 48090-9055
ABSTRACT-Commonly used methods for the measurement of gaseous H202 in the atmosphere
concentrate the gaseous H 202 into water, and measure the H 20 2 in the liquid sample. These
methods are subject to an interference when coexisting ambient 0 3 dissolves in the water and
produces artifact H 20 2 . Based upon summertime sampling in Warren, Ml, the interference averages
15% for the continuous analyzer described here and about 50% for the more commonly used batchbubbler technique. The Os interference is completely removed by adding 1 ppm of NO to the inlet
air stream, allowing a half minute residence time in a pre-reactor, then sampling with either a
continuous analyzer or a bubbler.
INTRODUCTION
Photochemically generated gaseous hydrogen peroxide is currently thought to be an important oxidant
causing the conversion of S0 2 to acid sulfate in hydrometeors. Measurements of gaseous atmospheric H 20 2
are necessary in order to evaluate the importance of this mechanism. Kok et af.l described the measurement
of H 20 2 in environmental samples using the copper-catalyzed chemiluminescent reaction between H 20 2
and luminol in basic solution. His initial paper described two methods: the first, a flow-injection analyzer
for H 20 2 in liquid samples, the other, a continuous method for gaseous H 20 2 that did not use the flowinjection approach. The continuous method for gaseous H 202 had inherent problems with drift and stability.
Currently, gaseous H 20 2 measurements are usually made by measuring the H 20 2 in the solution resulting
from bubbling air through water-filled impingers. The use of the bubbler technique has led to reports of
interferences, attributed to the production of H 20 2 by dissolved ozone 2·3 .
In the original article, Kok et al. 1 claimed that the continuous method did not have an ozone interference;
the reported interferences from Os are all in the batch-bubbler method. Our experience with a modified
continuous method is that there is an Os interference, but it is greatly reduced compared to the batchbubbler method. In addition, we have constructed a pre-reactor in which the interfering atmospheric 0 3 is
removed by reaction with added NO (producing N0 2 ) before sampling by our continuous analyzer or by a
bubbler. Adding the NO pre-reactor to either a continuous analyzer or to an impinger provides a means by
which the 0 3 interference in H 202 methods may be estimated.
EXPERIMENTAL

The figure shows a schematic diagram of our modified H 20 2 analyzer. The system for the analysis of
liquid-phase H 20 2 is similar to that of Kok et al. 1 . However, we use a single reagent containing hemin as
a catalyst 4 , instead of the more common two reagents with copper as the catalyst. In contrast to Kok's
two analyzers, we use the same flow injection analyzer to analyze both liquid samples and the solution
resulting from scrubbing the gas-phase H20 2 into water. By analyzing the liquid from the scrubber in the
same manner as any other liquid sample, the advantages of flow injection are retained for the gas-phase
H202 measurement. By switching one valve, the analyzer can either accept liquid samples directly, or it can
measure gaseous H 20 2 using the scrubber flow-injection system.
Liquid-Phase B202 Analyzer: A peristaltic pump is used to provide continuous reagent and water
streams. Liquid samples are sucked through a Teflon sampling valve (type CAV with dual-model PA-875
actuators, Chromatronix, Berkeley, CA) and injected into the water stream which mixes with the reagent
stream immediately before the reaction cell. The reaction cell is a flat spiral of 2-mm OD Teflon tubing,
coiled between two clear acrylic plastic disks. This is positioned very close to the window of an end-window
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photomultiplier tube (7265, RCA, Lancaster, PA) contained in a light-tight box. The photomultiplier current
is measured with a photometer (Model 11, Pacific Photometric Instruments, Berkeley, CA). The peaks are
displayed on a strip-chart recorder and peak areas integrated by a computing integrator (Spectra-Physics
System I, Santa Clara, CA). The integrator also provides control signals to a Valco (Houston, TX) Model
DVI valve interface which activates the sampling valve every 5 min.
The luminol/NaOH/hemin reagent was prepared by diluting to 4 liters 283 mg of luminol, 96 ml of 5N
NaOH, and 180 mg hemin (H2375 from Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). The reagent is stable for at
least a week. Our experience is that the use of distilled water for the carrier water stream provides lower
background signals than even the best quality deionized water.
Gas-Phase B 2 0 2 Scrubber System: One liter per minute of air is drawn continuously into a scrubber
coil filled with glass beads (10-turn absorbing coil, Technicon, Tarrytown, NY) where H 2 0 2 is extracted into
0.8 mL/min of distilled water. The extracted H 2 0 2 solution from the gas/liquid separator is sucked through
the sample valve and is injected into the liquid-phase H2 0 2 analyzer every 5 min. Because of the volume of
liquid retained at the bottom of the gas/liquid separator at the bottom of the scrubber coil, each injection
corresponds to an average of the preceding 5 min.
NO Prf'-Reador: The components of the NO pre-reactor are indicated by the dashed box in the figure.
Enough NO to produce 1 ppm in the 1 L/min sample air stream is mixed into the inlet air stream at the
entrance to a 0.5-L reaction bulb. We use a mass flow controller to add 2 mL/min of 500-ppm NO in N 2 .
The effluent from the pre-reactor becomes the input stream for a continuous analyzer or a bubbler.
RESULTS ll DISCUSSION
System Verification
Laboratory Studies: Before changing to the hemin catalyst, a liquid sample H2 0 2 analyzer similar to
Kok et al. 's 1 was constructed, although our simplex optimization led to slightly different reagent concentrations. The hemin catalyst yielded a sensitivity about 5 times greater than this copper-catalyzed system.
The liquid sample analyzer was calibrated with dilutions of analyzed H 2 0 2 solutions. The hemin-catalyzed
analyzer had a sensitivity of 0.1 ppb H 2 0 2 and a linear range up to 65 ppb.
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When sampling air containing only Os, without the NO pre-reactor, the continuous H202 analyzer
described above gave an apparent or artifact reading of 0.8 ppb H 20 2 per 100 ppb of 0 3 . This is about
one third as much interference as we found when Os-containing air was bubbled for 30 min at 1 L/min
through 10 mL of water in midget impingers. An ultraviolet absoption 0 3 analyzer was used to determine
the amount of 0 3 remaining in the sample stream after the NO pre-reactor. With 1 ppm NO added, greater
than 92% of the 0 3 was removed for Os levels up to 200 ppb. Tests with H20 2 generated with a diffusion
tube showed that adding NO did not reduce the H202 signal. With zero air flowing in the system, turning
the NO on and off produced less than a 0.1 ppb change in the zero signal. In the absence of H 20 2 , when
0 3 was added from the generator with the NO turned on, there was less than 0.1 ppb indicated H 20 2 up to
an 0 3 concentration of 400 ppb. There was less than 0.1 ppb indicated H 20 2 when 1 ppm N0 2 was added
to clean air. These tests demonstrate that the NO pre-reactor neither removes H20 2 nor interferes with the
luminol method.
Smog Chamber Studies: Simultaneous measurements of H 20 2 and 0 3 were made on the products of the
photochemical reaction of 380 ppb propylene and 180 ppb NO. The irradiations were carried out in a 570-L
Teflon bag contained in a solar simulator: The concentration-time profiles of H 20 2 and Os were similar. ·
The 0.2 to 3. 7 ppb of H202 produced in the bag is similar to typical atmospheric concentrations of H 20 2 .
Sampling with and without the NO pre-reactor indicated that artifact H20 2 accounted for 24% of the total
apparent H202.
Field Studies: The magnitude of the artifact H 20 2 due to ambient 0 3 was determined by operating the
H 20 2 analyzer during the summer in suburban Warren, MI. A timer was added to the NO pre-reactor which
turned the NO on and off every 20 min so that alternating readings were obtained of the total apparent
H 20 2 and the 'true' H202. The difference between these two readings is the interference from 0 3 . Ambient
0 3 was simultaneously measured with a chemiluminescent 0 3 analyzer. The interference from 0 3 measured
in this field experiment was about the same as determined in the laboratory experiment. This same field
study also indicated that the 0 3 int-erference accounted for an average of 15% of the total apparent H 20 2
measured, with a maximum of 60%. Our experience in the laboratory is that bubblers produce three times
more artifact than our continuous analyzer. Thus, it is likely that, on the average, the existing bubbler
measurements of ambient H202 are too high by about 50%.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of the hemin/luminol reagent system simplifies the construction of H 20 2 analyzers by reducing
the number of reagents needed, while still providing adequate sensitivity for typical atmospheric analyses.
The use of a flow injection approach for gaseous H 20 2 analysis overcomes some of the stability and se!lsitivity
problems inherent in the Kok et at.l approach. The scrubber coil continuous analyzer definitely_ gives a lower
Os interference than impingers. However, as shown by the comparison with the NO pre-reactor data, there
still is interference, although it is about one third that of impingers. The NO pre-reactor eliminates the 0 3
interference, but. there is a possibility that other atmospheric oxidants may still interfere. The use of the NO
pre-reactor is not limited to the continuous analyzer; we have successfully used it with bubblers. It could
also be used with any other H 202 analyzer that did not have an interference from NO or N0 2. The limited
sampling in Warren, MI suggests that true atmospheric levels of H20 2 may be much less than measured by
batch bubbler techniques.
·
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SAMPLING OF GAS PHASE COMPOUNDS WITH DIFFUSION DENUDERS
D.J. Eatough, E.A. Lewis and L.D. Hansen
Department of Chemistry, Brigham Young University, 276 FB, Provo, UT
84602.
The sampling of compounds which may be present both in aerosols and in
the gas phase in the atmosphere presents a significant analytical problem.
Two general approaches have been used to separate the gas and aerosol
phases of any given compound. The first approach separates the two phases
by first removing particulate matter with a filter which does not remove
the gas phase material and then removing the gas phase component by a
sui table adsorption bed placed after the filter.
This sampling method
assumes that prolonged exposure of the collected aerosol to gases does not
result in subsequent lose of material to or gain of material from the gas
phase by the collected aerosol during sampling.
The second approach
involves removal of the gas phase from the particle phase using a diffusion
denuder, followed by collection of the remaining material" by a
filter-adsorption bed combination after the denuder.
This sampling
technique assumes .that the residence time in the denuder is short enough
that no volatilization of material from aerosols occurs during the passage
through the denuder.
At least four variables, however, can affect the collection of gas
phase material by the diffusion denuder.
These problems have all been
shown to be present in the sampling of gases from the atmosphere using
diffusion denuders. These sampling problems include:
1. Denuder Inefficiency.
An efficiency of less than
for the
adsorption process at the denuder surface results in incomplete collection
of the gas.
The percent of the total gas collected under these
circumstances will be dependent on the diffusion denuder efficiency,
sampling time, sampling flow rate, denuder surface area and atmospheric
concentration of the sampled gas.
2. Denuder Surface Chemistry. Changes in the efficiency of the denuder
surface can occur due to environmental factors such as humidity or
atmospheric oxidants.
The percent of the gas collected under these
circumstances will vary depending on the denuder design and the
environmental conditions under which the sample is collected.

3. Atmospheric Chemistry.
The collection of a gas which reacts
quantitatively with the diffusion denuder surface can be calculated from
diffusion theory if the diffusion coefficient of the gas is known.
For
most gases of environmental interest, the D value is known or can be
calculated. However, changes in the expectecf deposit ion pat tern based on
the diffusion coefficient of the gaseous monomer can occur due to self
as soc ia t ion of the gaseous species, due to atmospheric react ions of the
collected gas with water or other species and due to diffusion to the gas
phase of aerosol bound species during the passage of the sampled air stream
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through the denuder.
The last mechanism will be more important in a
diffusion denuder than in a filter collection system because the
concentration of the gas collected is lower in the denuder than that found
in equilibrium in the atmosphere sampled as the gaseous species is removed
by the diffusion denuder surface.
4. Artifacts. Even though the collected gas may have deposited in the
denuder with the expected deposition pattern, errors in the determination
of the concentration of the gas can result from both collection and
analytical artifacts. The collected compound may not be stable with time
and misidentification may result from chemical changes either during sample
storage or analysis. Artifacts may also result from the collection of
other compounds which are analytically indistinquishable from the compound
of interest.
The development and evaluation in both the laboratory and field of
1
diffusion d~!}h'ders for the collection of HN0 3 (g) , HN0 2 (g), (CH 3 0) 2 S0 2 (g),
CH 3 0S0 3 H(g)
, acidic organic compounds, basic organic compounds and total
gas phase organic compounds will be described. Problems encountered with
the collection of gas phase material by these various denuders will be
illustrated.
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EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF 18 0jl 6 0 RATIOS
IN H202, H20, AND so;- IN RAINWATER
Ben D. Holt and Romesh Kumar
Argonne National Laboratory, ARGONNE, IL
We are investigating the usefulness of oxygen isotope ratio (1 80jl 6 0) measurements in
the elucidation of the role of H20 2 in the oxidation of S02 to sulfates in the atmosphere.
The potential importance· of examining the H20 2-oxidation mechanism lies in the view
that aqueous-phase oxidation of S02 to H2 S0 4 probably accounts for a major fraction of
the observed sulfates in the precipitation occurring in the northeastern United States. It
has been postulated that atmospheric oxidation of so2 is limited by the availability of
H20 2 and 0 3 rather than by the availability of S0 2 itself. If such is indeed the case,
it is important to evaluate the role of H20 2 in acid formation and deposition from the
atmosphere.
The plan of this investigation has been to develop a method for the determination
of the 6 18 0 of H2 0 2 in dilute aqueous solutions (simulating rainwater); to prepare H20 2
of various 18 0 enrichments (in aqueous solutions); to use the freshly prepared solutions
of H20 2 to oxidize S0 2 to so~- for evaluation of the relationship between 6 18 0so~and 6 18 0 1h 02 ; and to apply this relationship to the measured 6 18 0H202 , 6 180so;-,
and 6 18 0H 2o in precipitation water; for assessment of the importance of H20 2 in the
atmospheric transformation of so2 to sulfate.
Development of Analytical Method
Initially, no suitable analytical method was available for the quantitative extraction
of the oxygen in lh0 2 (dissolved in water in the ppb range) for isotopic analysis. We
developed a 4-step method consisting of the removal of dissolved 0 2 from 20-liter samples
of water by a combination of evacuation, ultrasonic agitation, and sparging with helium;
oxidation of the dissolved H20 2 to 0 2 in the water with KMn0 4 ; removal of the newly
formed 02 from the water in a carrier-gas stream; and conversion of the 0 2 to C0 2 by
reaction with platinum-catalyzed carbon at 600°C. The C0 2 was then analyzed for its
6 18 0 (identical to that of the oxygen in the original H20 2) with a mass spectrometer.
Oxidation of S0 2 to so;- by H202
Using four stock solutions of hydrogen peroxide, each of different 6 18 0, sulfate solutions of correspondingly different 6 18 0 were prepared by oxidation of S02 (of constant
6 18 0) in ·water (6 18 0= -7.9°k). In Fig. 1 the 6 18 0 of each resulting sulfate is plotted
versus the 6 18 0 of the H20 2 . The equation of the best-fit regression curve is
6180so2- = 0.43 6180H 0
4

2

2

+ 3.5oko.

1)

The regression curve of the previously determined relationship between 6 18 0S 02 _ and
4
6 18 0H2o in aqueous-phase oxidation of S0 2 by H20 2 was 1
18
6 0so~- = 0.57 6 180H2o- 2.4<J'oo·
2)
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Assuming that all significant effects of the 6 18 0 or the so2 on the 6 18 0 or the so~- are
lost by rapid isotopic exchange between the S0 2 and the large e_xcess of water prior to
appreciable oxidation, c5 18 0H2o and c5 18 0H2o 2 remain as the only two complementary
variables in the equation for c5 18 0S 02 _; therefore, the comprehensive regression curve for
4

c5 18 0S 02 _ becomes
4

3)
The constant, C, was evaluated as 8.4~00 from the data given in Fig. 1 by substituting
the corresponding measured values for c5 18 0S 02 _ and c5 18 0H 0 , with c5 18 0H 0 held
4
2 2
2
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Figure 1.

The slope of 0.43 (approximately 2/5) in Equation 1 of the regression curve through
the data of Fig. 1 confirms the evidence of the intermediate species, H 2 0 2 ·SO~-, which
was previously proposed. 1 Apparently, the 6 18 0 of the sulfate product is 2/5-controlled
by the two oxygens in the H20 2 of the adduct, and 3/5-controlled by the HS03, which,
in turn, is isotopically controlled by rapid oxygen exchange with the large excess of water
with which it is associated.
Results
Isotopic and H20 2-concentration analyses were completed on rainwater samples collected from seven precipitation events at Argonne, 11, during the period of September 1gg4
through April 1g85. These results, presented in Fig. 2, will be supplemented by results
from precipitation samples collected at three additional sites in the northeastern United
States. The conclusions based on these limited data are therefore subject to change.
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Three sets of data for the c5 18 0 of so~- are plotted in Fig. 2. One is measured; one is
calculated by Equation 3 for the aqueous H2 0 2 oxidation of 80 2 ; and one is calculated by
the previously developed relationship, 1 c5 18 0 ~- = 0.8 c5 18 0H2 0 + 10, for the aqueous

80

air oxidation of 80 2 . The curve for the measured data in Fig. 2 is bracketed by the two
curves of calculated data.
The comparison of measured vs calculated data suggests that by ignoring the possible
presence of primary sulfates [the concentration of which may not be insignificant at the
Argonne sampling site 2 ], the sulfate in precipitation water is formed from 80 2 in the
atmosphere, partly by aqueous-phase H2 0 2 oxidation and partly by aqueous-phase air
oxidation. The relative deviations of the measured values from the two calculated values
represent the relative proportions of each in the mi..xture.
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ORGANIC MATTER IN ACID RAIN WATER
I.R. Kaplan and K. Kawamura
Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics
University of California
Los Angeles, California 90024

Volatile and extractable organic substances were analyzed in SCAB rain and
fog samples during the past three years. Methods have been developed for measuring a wide range of organic substances, including hydrocarbons, ketones,
organic acids, and aldehydes. In particular, methods have been developed to
measure low molecular weight acids and aldehydes, both in wet precipitation and
in the atmospheric gas phase.
The results indicate that up to 20% of the hydrogen ion content in rain may
be contributed by organic acids at some southern California locations. These
acids are in part liberated by automobile emissions and in part formed by
(heterogeneous?) oxidation in the atmosphere involving peroxides.
Several indices have been established to differentiate ambient background
(biogenic) contributions from anthropogenic (automobiles) emissions. ·These can
be used to model changes in the meteorological conditions (wind direction) and
sources of emissions during a rain storm.
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MUTAGENICITY OF AMBIENT AEROSOL
T.Raunemaa, M.Vartiainen and A.Liimatainen
University of Kuopio,Environmental Hygiene
P.O.B. 6, 70211 KUOPIO, Finland
Mutagenic compounds in urban air were studied by sampling 2000-4000 m3
air in 2 day intervals by high volume samplers in the city of Kuopio.
Standard samplers with and without 10 ~m inlet were used in analysis.
The 10 ~m inlet was Sierra-Andersen model 321.
The samples reported here were collected in late winter 1985. The mean
air temperature varied between 0 - 5 C, but most traffic used studed
tires at that time of year. Samplers were located at four meter height
and at 10 meter distance from the close city roads with remarkable traffic.
Background measurements were carried out in the Rautavaara rural region
10 km from Kuopio.
The bus transport to serve the 77 000 inhabitants,and other heavy traffic
in the center produce heavy diesel pollution under certain meteorological conditions, especially in the wintertime. Total traffic density
passing close by the study site is 9 000 vehicles pe~ day. A 265 MW peat
power plant, with 80 m and 120 m high stacks is situated 2 km from the
city center. A paper mill unit 7 km north and a mechanical wood processing factory in the neighbourhood of the center produce additional air
po 11 ut ion.
Monthly mean TSP valu~ during sampling was 350±65 ug/m 3 with the highest value of 850 ug/m . The ~M-10 concentrations were 105:!:'15 ug/m3, the
maximum value being 210 ug/m . Fine particle mass was thus 32% of the
TSP. Fine particle fraction was found to be higher, when TSP was low.
Particulate samples were Soxhlet extracted for 18 h with dichloromethane.
The samples ( in DMSO) were tested in the Ames test using strains TA 98
and T~ 100 with and without S9. Air mutagenicity levels between 3.3-14.7
rev/m were obtained. Curiously, only 16 % of the activity found in the
fine particles was observed in the TSP (TA 100+S9). The results were
similar in both tester strains.If normalized to mass about 20 times higher mutagenicity can be attributed to fine mass. For comparison M~ller
et al.(1982~ report wintertime street level air mutagenicity of 2.612.1. rev/m in Oslo, Norway. Their results disagree with the present
ones in some details.

M~ller,M.

, Alfhci:--', I., t.:~rssen,S., and Mikaelsen, A. :
Environmental
Science and Technology 16:4, (1982) p.221-225
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PRODUCTS OF REACTION OF PARTICULATE-ADSORBED BENZO(A)PYRENE
UNDER SIMULATED ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS
J. M. Daisey and P. M. Boone

New York University Medical Center
Institute of Environmental Medicine
550 First Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016
INTRODUCTION
Rates of reaction of polycyclic aromati·c hydrocarbons (PAR) have been
shown to depend upon the nature of the particle on which the PAR are adsorbed1-3. For pyrene, there is also evidence that particle substrate
influences _the products of reaction3. We report here differences in the
product distributions for the reaction of benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), adsorbed on
4 different particle substrates, exposed to dry air and light.
EXPERIMENTAL
The particles used and suppliers were: fumed silica (Cab-0-Sil, HS-17)
from Cabot Corp., Carbosieve S (a carbon) from Supelco, anatase Ti02 (99.9+%
purity) from Aldrich Chemical· Co., and· coal fly ash (CFA) /13401, a hopper ash
provided by Dr~ B. Tomkins of Oak Ridge National Laboratories.
Benzo(a)pyrene was adsorbed from hexane solution at less than a monolayer coverage for all particles except Ti02; the particles were filtered and
dried. Particles (+BaP) were then suspended in a fluidized-bed photoreactor4
with a flow of 1.8~2.0 1/min dry air and exposed to 2.6x1o-3 watts/cm2 of
visible light (300-400 nm). Samples were removed at intervals for analysis.
The BaP and products were extracted-from the silica, Ti02 and CFA with acetonitrile (ACN) and the extracts reduced in. volume. The Carbosieve S was extracted first with CS2 to remove BaP and then with methanol-toluene (1:1) to
remove products and any residual BaP. These extracts were taken to dryness and
redissolved in ACN. All-extracts were analyzed by high pressure liquid
chromatography (HPLC) on a 250 mm x 4.6 mm C-18 column from Alltech; solvent
program: 64-to 100% ACN/H20, 1 ml/min, 40 min linear gr.adient; detectors:
254 nm absorbance; fluorescence - 360/440 nm.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the particles and the half-lives of
BaP on each particle. BaP was most stable on Carbosieve S and on CFA. Coal
fly ash contains carbon while Carbosieve S is a highly porous carbon; adTable 1.

Particle Properties and Half-Lives of BaP on Each Particle Type

B.E.T.(N2)
Median
Surface
Particle
~eq acidic
~eq basic
sites m-Z
Particle
Area, m2/g Diameter, ~m
sites m-2 ·
Silica
344
0.03
1.4 ± 0.2
0.72± 0.04
Carbosieve S
874
115
0.25± 0.08
0.53± 0.04
Anatase Ti02
a.
6.7
b.
b.
Coal Fly Ash
1.8.
0.8
180
±30
130
±30
a. Data not available; probably about 10 m2/g.
b. Not determined; basic solution obtained when mixed with water.

±95% C.I.
t!z, hrs.
29±5
>280
39±12
91±17
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sorbed BaP may consequently be less available for interactions with hv and
02 on wholly or partially carbonaceous particles such as these.
The HPLC (A = 254 nm and fluorescence) chromatograms of the products of
reaction formed. after about 25% of the first half-life are presented in
Figure 1; fluorescent peaks are shown as solid black. Peaks detected only
by fluorescence are indicated with an asterick. Retention times, relative
to BaP (RRT), are shown on the abscissa. For this HPLC system, elution
times generally increase with decreasing polarity and increasing molecular
weight. Only major products and/or those products detectable in this system
are shown.
BoP-Silica Bhr. Irradiation in Air

BoP- TiQ2 Bhr. Irradiation in Air

Q)

u

c:
0

..o

i<t

BoP- Carbosieve S 60hr. Irradiation in Air

BoP- Coal Fly Ash # 3401 24hr. Irradiation
in Air

0.0

0.3

0.5

0.7
RRT

Figure 1

0.9

-BoP

1.2
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A greater number of products were formed on the carbon and coal fly ash;
the carbon also showed products with HPLC elution times greater than that of
BaP while silica and Ti02 did not. The compound eluting with an RRT of 1. 24,
formed on Carbosieve S, is suspected to be the BaP dimer; the bipyrene dimer
was previously observed to form on this substrate.3
The 1,6-, 3,6- and 6,12-BaP quinones, eluting in that order, around RRT
0.4-0.5, were formed on all 4 substrates and were only about 1-2% of the BaP
concentration. The fluorescent product at RRT 0.68 was formed only on the
silica; its UV spectrum was similar to that reported by Pitts et a1.5 for
the 4,5-epoxide. The peak at 0.78 was identified as chrysene impurity in
the BaP. A greater number of polar products (RRT 0-0.4) were recovered from
the Carbosieve S than from any other partitle and the distribution of products was similar to that observed for metabolic processes6. Based on comparison of these chromatograms with the data reported by Gibson and Smith7
and the RRT of a BaP-4,5-diol standard, the products in this region are
probably tetraols and dials.
Polar products elu·ting between RRT 0 to 0. 23 were observed for CFA and
Ti02 for the zero hour sample. These peaks generally decreased with reaction time. With CFA there was evidence of extensive product formation upon
BaP adsorption.
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THE ORIGIN AND DEPOSITION HISTORY OF POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC
HYDROCARBONS (PAH) IN THE FINGER LAKES REGION OF NEW YORK AS
DETERMINED FROM CAYUGA LAKE SEDIMENTS.
Merrill Heit, Kevin M. Miller and Yulin L. Tan
U.S. Dept. of Energy
Environmental Measurements Laboratory
376 Hudson St, NY, NY 10014
In recent years concern has arisen over the sources,
concentrations and deposition rates of pollutants other than
nitrogen and sulfur oxides which are
depositing
in
the
environment and may cause deleterious effects to sensitive
ecosystems and-possibly human health (National Research Council,
1981).
PAH are among the most important classes of these
energy-related pollutants since they include several compounds
which are known human carcinogens or mutagens (National Academy
of Science, 1972). It is the aim of the research reported here
to establish the sources and atmospheric deposition rates and to
project future trends of PAH deposition in the Finger Lakes
region of Central New York State as preserved and reconstructed
from the record in the sediments of Cayuga Lake. This area is of
considerable interest since the Finger Lake region was among the
first in the U.S.
shown to receive 'acidic precipitation'
(Likens et al., 1972) and by inference other energy-related
pollutants. As such, it may serve as a model for other regions
of
the
Northeastern u.s..
It has also been shown that
significant inputs of PAH enter Cayuga Lake from atmospheric
deposition (Heit, 1985).
This lake is also the site of the
"Milliken Station" coal-fired power plant which has been in
continuous operation since 1955 (Heit and Klusek, 1979).
Sediment cores were chronologically dated from measurements
of Cs-137, Pu-isotopes, Pb-210 and pollen and were all in good
agreement allowing us to establish a definitive pollution history
for PAH deposited into Cayuga Lake.
An example of the high
resolution of the cores is shown in Figure I. Two Cs-137 peaks
from atmospheric weapons testing, corresponding to the years 1963
and 1959 are clearly observed as is
the
rise
in
the
Pu-238/Pu-239+240 ratio from the entry of debris from the SNAP-9A
satellite into the Northern Hemisphere in 1966.
As shown in Figure II, although increases in PAH flux
(ng/cm2/yr) occurred from the 1870's or earlier, maximum levels
were found in the period from circa 1940 to 1955 with lesser
amounts being deposited in the late 1960's through the present.
PAH fluxes prior to 1880 were at least an order of magnitude less
than the maximum rates in the period 1940-1955. PAH flux began
to decline before the Milliken coal-fired power plant started
service in 1955.
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The distribution patterns and relative
abundances
of
specific PAR compounds in the sediment cores are indicative of a
combustion ongu.
Statistical
correlations
between
the
reconstructed PAR flux into the Cayuga Lake sediments and records
of fossil fu~l useage and emissions for New York State and the
U.S.
suggest that modern fossil fuel-fired power plants are
minor sources of PAH. An example of this is demonstrated in
Figure III which compares the reconstructed flux history of
fluoranthene (a representative PAR) into the Cayuga sediments
with the useage (trillion BTU's/yr) of coal, petroleum and
natural gas for the generation of electricity by utilities (U.S.
Department of Energy, 1984). Similar comparisons with historic
emissions data do not support the hypothesis that PAR flux
reflects the strength of the same combustion sources which
produce the 'acidifying' compounds 802 and NOX (Gschwend and
Hites, 1983).
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The Meteorology and Characteristics of
Acid Air Episodes in Western New Jersey
George D. Thurston and Paul J. Lioy
Inst. of Environmental Medicine, NYU, Tuxedo, NY 10987

As part of an ongoing study of the respiratory effects of airborne acidity, acid aerosol measurements were made during July and August 1984 at a
children's summer camp located 20 km. northeast of the Delaware Water Gap in
western New Jersey(74.9W,41.1N). The primary impetus for this study was suggestive evidence that breathing acidic particles such as sulfuric acid (H so ~
2 4
and ammonium bisulfate (NH Hso ) is potentially injurious to human health.
4
4
For example, Lippmann et a1. 2 have shown significant alterations in mucociliary clearance rates in healthy nonsmokers breathing 100 ug/m3 H so for 1 hr.
2 4
Furthermore, the camp is situated along the Ki ttatinny Ridge, which is an
environmentally sensitive area where acid deposition effects on lakes have
been reported3. Thus, investigations of the nature and sources of acid aerosol events at this site are of interest from both human health and environmental perspectives.
The acid aerosol measurements for this study were somewhat unique in that
it was possible to estimate both the H so and NH 4 Hso components of aerosol
2 4
4
acidity. This was acheived by employing both a dichotomous filter monitor to
sample far total hydrogen ion (H+) and a continuous thermal ramp-flame photometric sulfate analyzer to sample directly for H2 so • A Sierra dichotomous
4
sampler was employed with a 10 micrometer ( um) aerodynamic diameter ( d )
coarse 50% outpoint and a fine particle outpoint of 2.5 um d • Filter sampl~s
a
were collected twice daily (9AM-1PM, 1P~5PM) and analyzed subsequently by ion
chromatography for sulfate, nitrate, and ammonium ions. Filter ~ was determined from the pH of the sample extract. The continuous particle sulfate/acid
aerosol analyzer had been designed at Harvard Universi ty 4 , based upon an earlier design by Cobourn et a1. 5 Subtracting the H so associated H+ from the
2 4
total H+ allowed the estimation of both H so
and NH Hso
contributions to
2 4
4
4
aerosol acidity.
Meteorological data were also collected during the four week study.
The
select data presented in Table 1 were based upon observations at the site, as
well as National ¥leather Service (NWS) information for surrounding stations.
Also, NWS 8AM and 8PM 24-hour forward air mass trajectories for New York's
L.aGuardia Airport were considered in assessing surface airflow directions.
Upper air winds and satellite photographs were also obtained.
The two acid aerosol episodes presented in Table 1 were generally dominated by win~ from the west (W) and southwest(SW). East winds (from the New
York City, metrqp~litan area) were occasionally experienced during the study,
but acid i:l.erosol concentrations were low under these conditions. In the first
pollution episode, the winds were from the northwest (NW) on the morning of
7/14, but then shifted to west winds in the afternoon and to southwest winds
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on 7115. Sulfates peaked during west winds (from central Pennsylvania), but
also remained high with southwest flow (along the Eastern Seaboard). The
H so impact was noticeably higher when the area was influenced by west winds,
2 4
while NH4 Hso values were elevated with both W and SW winds.
4
The August episode also experienced shifting surface winds during the
period, veering over time from the SW to the WNW. Again, the NH 4 Hso values
4
were _high with both SW and W winds, but sulfuric acid values did not rise
appr~ciably until the airflow shifted from SW to W winds.
Diurnal trends were also examined. Throughout the study, the NH Hso and
4
4
values tended to be higher in the afternoon than in the morning. This
H so
2 4
was expected, considering the increased vertical mixing, sunlight, and oXidants generally present in the afternoon atmosphere. Relative Humidity ( RH)
also showed a diurnal trend, declining during afternoon heating, but RH did
not vary appreciably from day-to-day.
In conclusion, it was found that both H so and NH Hso 4 contributed to
2 4
4
ambient acid air episodes at the site considered. This confirms similar
results presented by Morandi et al. 6 for Tuxedo, NY. Although the data are
very limited, the H2 so4 peaks did appear to be primarily associated with the
presence of west winds. However, both W and.SW winds produced elevated total
sulfate and NH 4 Hso4 concentrations. The reason for these trends are not yet
clear, but they may be related to unidentified nearby sources immediately to
the west (which would have less time to form NH Hso from H2 so4 ), or (more
4
4
likely) a greater availability of neutralizing ammonia sources to the
southwest than to the west of the site.
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Table 1
Pollution and Meteorological Observations
During Two Acid Air Events
Sample
Date
7/14
7/15

Sample
Time
AM

NW

PM

PM

w
sw
ssw
sw
sw

AM

WSW

PM
AM

w
w

PM

WNW

AM

PM
8/J
8/2
8/3

Surface
Airflow

AM

H2 so4
(f.lgfm3)

(%)

Sulfate
(f.lg/m3)

77%
54%

14
30

<1
4.0

1.0
5.5

78%
59%

24
22

<1
1.0

5.3
6.5

83%
63%

18
20

<1
<1

8.6
7.2

80%
52%

16
17

1.9
1.7

3.4
7.9

83%
62%

18
17

3.6
3.8

1.4
2.9

RH

NP.4HS04
( f.lg/m3)
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LBL-20277a

MICROENCAPSULATION OF AEROSOL PARTICLES AND FOG DROPLETS
FOR COMBINED PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION*
R.J. Otto and J.M. Jaklevic
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Microencapsulation of both solid- and liquid-phase aerosols using organic
polymers is being studied to determine its usefulness in simultaneously preserving the physical and chemical nature of individual particles for analysis.
Experiments have focused on the use of methyl-2-eyanoacrylate (MCA), which polymerizes by anionic initiated addition. The monomer is rapidly converted to the
polymer when exposed to small amounts of water and the reaction has been observed to be very rapid at 70°C. MCA has been used to fix and preserve cigarette
smokel and ice crystals 2 for subsequent electron microscopy. Current interest
at LBL is focused on the adaptation of microencapsulation to the study of problems related to heterogeneous chemical reactions in the atmosphere. Applications
include methods for rapidly fixing and preserving fog droplets, in-situ encapsulation and preservation of hydrated aerosol particles in the range of 0.01-~m
to 10-~m diameter, and the encapsulation of particles collected on filter media
to prevent storage and handling artifacts.
3
In the present work, we describe the use of x-ray powder diffraction and
scanning electron microscopy to study heterogeneous phase chemistry that occurs
on the surface of the filter media after aerosol sampling. The use of microencapsulation as a method to inhibit chemical activity following particle deposition has been demonstrated. Experiments have shown that the sequential deposition of submicrometer ammonium sulfate and lead chloride onto Teflon filters at
relative humidities of 5% or less results in the ___formation of ammonium lead
chloride, ammonium bisulfate, and letovicite. The encapsulation of the ammonium
sulfate prior to the deposition of lead chloride on the same filter greatly
reduces this reaction. Subsequent hydration of the filters by drawing humid
air (greater than 60% r.h.) through the filter results in the transformation of
the particles on the filter to ammonium lead sulfate crystals. Encapsulation of
the ammonium sulfate before addition of the lead chloride inhibits this reaction.
A related effort involves the preferential orientation of ammonium sulfate
crystals (mascagnite) that is observed in x-ray powder diffraction measurements
following the exposure of the sample to high ambient relative humidity. The
pretreatment of the submicrometer ammonium sulfate with MCA prevents this apparent
dissolution and recrystallization. This mechanis~whereby the microencapsulation of the particle is achieved,has been studied in a related series of experiments that will be briefly described. The current hypothesis resulting from
this research is that the monomer, which is soluble in water, will condense
from the gas phase, saturate the liquid water phase, and polymerize throughout
the liquid phase volume. Collecting the "encapsulated" particles and exposing
them to less than saturated relative humidity conditions results in the evaporation of water from the pores and leaving behind a polymeric replica of the
hydrated particle containing at a minimum soluble salt and insolublecomponents.
*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Office of
Health and Environmental Research of the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract no. DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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The understanding of the heterogeneous phase chemistry related to atmospheric pollution will depend on accurate time-resolved descriptions of the
microsystems involved. The potential for uncontrolled reactions on the surface
of filter media that can occur following sampling constitutes a serious limitation to studies seeking to characterize urban aerosols and fogs. We will discuss the potential role of microencapsulation in studying heterogeneous processes in source-dominated atmospheres. Further studies leading to a more
complete understanding of the microencapsulation process and its role in preserving the physical and chemical nature of particles will be described.
References
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